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The city flection in Clovis created
much interest, there being 718 votes
cast, about 100 more tlinn it was estimated would be polled. Two tickets
wi re In the field The Citizens Ticket unil the People's Ticket, the luttcr
nuking a clean sweep of everything
cxci pt two cidcrmcn in Ward No. 3
l
a tie between the candidates in
Ward 4. The tabulated returns on
this page will give the vote each canThe voting was
didate received.
spirited all day long and workers were
buy at all the boxes.
As a result of the election Joe C.
McClullnnd will be Clovis' new mayor
and there will be at least two new
members in the council J. D. Looper
from Ward No. 3 and J. W. Moidecni
from Ward 4. Aldermen I. C. John
son and C. Anthony who were reelected are at present members of the
council. It is not known just what
(Imposition will be made of the tie
in Ward four between K. T. Jernigan
and I). C. Houk.
The mayor tdect and the new aldermen will take their oath of office
and be installed on Monday the 19th,
at the next regular meeting night of
the council.
The Bond lituei.
Nut much interest was evidenced in
th;' four bond issues voted on. Quite
a few failed ta register tiny choice
whatever. All the issues passed with
the exception of the one proposing to
build a fifty thousand dollar city
hall. The voters evidently figured
that Clovis was not quite ready for
The water works
this expenditure.
improvement. bonds carried by u vote
of 207 to 112, the sewer bonds by a
vote of 250 to 121 and the street
improvement by 274 to 87. The city
hall issue resulted in 1 10 for and 202
ngainst.
The passing of these three issues
will give Clovis ample money to take
care of the water plant, extend the
sewer and also build street crossings.
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FOR MAYOR:

Ward

McClellan
Austin

1

188
,46

4

111
110

74
99

54
48

301

55

FOR CLERK:
Tagader
Wright

129
40

114
113

80
90

57
44

380
293

ALDERMEN:
Mordecai
Griffith

123
42

51
51

'
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members of tho First Christian church have purchased the Jim
Comer residence in tho northeast
part of town, the residence to be used
as a parsonugc for the pRHtor.
PLANE COULDN'T FLY

were married on March 24th. The
young couple are now visiting at Vernon, Texas, where they went lost
Tuesday. They will return to Cbvis
soon and make their homo here. Mr.
Lynn is one of the owners of the
Lynn & Witherspoon grocery and the
bride has been 0110 of the popular
salesladies ut Kendall Dry Goods Co.

An airplane came to Clovis Inst
wuck to give exhibitions at tho Auto
Well improved 320 acres close to
Show but tho weather was such that Clovis $52.50 per acre. This is a
the plane did not attempt to make a peach of a bargain. Easy terms,
flight.
Baker Bros. & Shepard,
ltc

The stage is about set for the
Democratic primary election to be
held on April 24th, All candidates
who wish to get their names on the
ballot will be required to file them
with tho County Chairman, A. W.
Hockenhull, by April 14th.
BAKERY SOLD
E. H. Hurd has sold the Clovis
Bakery to Chas. Hurford, who recently' moved to Clovis from Arkansas. Mr. Hurd says that he will continue to make Clovis his home.
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The auto show closed last Saturday
night. The attendance was good, notwithstanding the fact that the weather was very bad the entire time the
show was held. Saturday was scheduled to be the biggest day of all but
the bad wind storm put the show out
of business during the day. The display of automobiles and accessories
at the show was very interesting and
was no doubt of benefit to the auto
mobile industry.
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WATER WORKS BOND ISSUE:
(15
For
H4
Aguiust
22
38

Miss Maud Beck

THE AUTO SHOW

120

Conner (short term)
Anthony (short term)
1'ritchard (long term)
Looper (long term)

PIIO

318

108

SEWER BOND ISSUE:
For
63
Against
31

Lynoand

GETS

Total

4

412
279

Jernigan
Houk

M. L.

Ward
54
49

Johnson
Morton

FIRST ANNUAL SALE

3

94
88

Ciregg

Mayon Joe C. iMcClWIund.
Clerk E. E. Tagader.
Treasurer Walter Stnlrnn.
Aldermen: Ward 1. J. W.
Mordecui; Ward 2, I. C. John- son; Ward 3, C. Anthony and J.
D. Looper; Ward 4, tie between
E. T. Jernigan and D. C. Houk.

131

Ward

07

FOR TREASURER:
Stalcup
122
THE WINNERS

Ward 2

CITY HALL BOND ISSUE:
The First Annual Sale of RegisterFor
30
ed Herefords under the auspices of
Against
51
the Hereford breeders of Eastern
STREET IMPROVEMENT:
New Mexico was held in Clovis on
For
59
Wednesday of this week and it was a
Against
23
success from every standpoint.
The
sale brought buyers here from all
the counties in this part of the state
and from neighboring Texas localities and the success of tho venture
5'
was- 83 marked that
tho breeders
have decided to make it a yearly
event. The sale was held at the
Tom Ross barn and a large tent was
provided with suitable seats which
'
was filled at all times during the
Detroit, April 6. With approxi
sale. It is estimated that at least
iiOl) people attended the sale.
niately one half of the precincts vot
02 head of registered Jlerefords ing in Monday's presidential pref
including calves, were sold at a total erence primary tabulated this morn.
of $12,100, making nn average ofiintf. United States Senator Hiram
?200 per head. Some of the highest Johnson held a lead of 44,007 votes
priced s:ils made were:
, over Major General Leonard Wood nt
"Lord Lee, Jr.," belonging to Wil- republican endorsement. The figures
liams, Hudson & Lancaster to R. S. from 1200 precincts guve Johnson
Gray for $510.00.
100,556; Wood 61,899.
"Crokie," belonging to J, B. Yeuk-leHerbert Hoover, whose name
of McAlister, to Triplett Bros.
on bath ballots, was leading
for $510.00.
the democratic ticket with 11,409
CLOVIS STEAM LAUNDRY
"Cyclone," 3 year old bull belong. against 10,250 for Governor Edward
ERECTING NEW BUILDING ing to J. B. Yenkley,
sold to Geo. I. Edwards of New Jorsey. William
Littlefield of Kansevelt County for' G. McAdoa had 9,258 and W
The Clovis Steam Laundry has
$400.00,
Bryan 7.267.
commenced the erection of another
"Miss Onward,
registered Here
building on the lot just north of their
ford cow, belonging to Williams,
RESULTS TELL
present building which when com- Hudson & Lancaster,
sold to Kay- pleted will bo occupied by the launburn & Son for $340.00.
The News had the pleasure this
dry. Mr. Swartz snys he now has
"Lady Royal," registered Here
enroutc a big shipment of machinery ford cow, belonging to Dr. W. M. week of seeing a copy of tho Mate
that wilf practically double the capa- Lancaster, sold ta Rayburn & Son auditors report on the audit of county clerks records recently completed.
city of the Clovis Steam Laundry for $350.00.
The audit ar made the following nota
when it is received and installed, and
Dr. Lancaster, who Was sales man
'this will make it one of the most ager, aaiil to the News man after the tion on Mr. Zerwer's work. "Mr.
Zerwer was elected as clerk to sucmodern laundries in the state.sale Wednesday; "We are highly de
ceed A. L. Await, taking his position
lighted with the outcome of tho sale.
Jan. 1, 1917, and continuing until
FOR PROBATE JUDGE
;
People are becoming educated to
date of audit, having been elected in
thoroughbred cattle and the Hereford
1918 for a two-yeterm. His acA., L, Phillips authorizes the News Breeders
of Eastern New Mexico will
to announce his candidacy for the arrange for a bigger selling conven- counts and records wore in excellent
condition, no errors of any conse
office of Probate Judge of Curry tion than ever next spring.
quence being found. Mr. Zerwer
County, subject to the action of the
gives his office his personal atten
on
Primary
Democratic
election
BERT CURLESS TO BE
tion, and is an excellent and efficient
April 24th.' Mr. Phillips is well
MARRIED THURSDAY NIGHT clerical man."
Results srtcak for
known all over Curry County. He Is
themselves.
at present County Commissioner
Bert Curl ess and Mrs. Hattie Nor- from District No. 3, but last fall
by are to bo married at Roswell
moved to Clovis and is now making
HOTEL CHANGE
his home here. Mr. Phillips will make Thursday night of this week. After
a goad Probate Judgo and he asks the ceremony the bride and groom
The Gillispiu Hotel has changed its
for tho support of all at the election will leave for Hot Springs, Ark., management and policy and will be
Mr. Curless will attend the
where
on the 24th of this month.
meeting of the Bnnkhcnd National conducted as a transcient hotel in the
Highway a a representative of the future. Heretofore the building has
ESHLEMANCRUMP
been occupied by
Clovis Chamber of Commerce,
Mr. Curless is one of Clovis' fore The hotel will be conducted on the
Wm. D. Eshleman and Mrs. Bessie
mast citizens and the bride formerly European style and those interested
L. Crump were married this week,
lived at Melrose and is well known at in the business now are A.' J.
Rev. I. N. Jett of the Christian
E. D. Lenhord and J. R.
that ple.ee. The News extinds its
Church performing the ceremony, mrfst
White.
hearty congratulations.
The couple will live northwest of Clo
vis and they have the best wishes of
CET BUSY, CANDIDATES
LYNN-BECtho News.
BOUGHT PARSONACE

EL PASO BITULITHIC CO.

Results in Tuesday's Election
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CONFERENCE

'

PLANNED

250

FDR CLOVIS

124

87

HELD

HERE

An
World Conference
of much interest was held in Clovis
this week. This was in '.he nature of
a county conference and was attend- ed ly a number of the executives of
the movement from elsewhere. Those
in attendance were: Rev. Kelley O'- Neal, superintendent of survey, El
Paso, Texas; Rev. K. F. Nance, regional director, El Paso, Texas; Mrs.
W. P. Mayhood of the Woman's Department, Albuquerque; Rev. H. M.
Fifield, Indian Missionary, Lugoona,
Inter-Churc- h

New Mexico.

TO BUILD CONCRETE ROADS
Amnrillo, Texas, April 5. At a
recent meeting of tho county commissioners of Potter County a decision
was made to build roads in this county with a cancrete surface. The con
crete roads are more expensive than
others, but it was pointed out, they
will last much longer, and give better
satisfaction in every way.
Potter county and Amarillo have
more than a million and a half dol
lars available at this time for road
and street building.
SUPPORT APPRECIATED
I wwh to express my appreciation
to all those who supported me and
also worked In tho interest of my
candidacy for the offico of mayor
of Clovis. I have no malice whatever
for any wha might hnve been op
posid to my candidacy and it will be
my aim to make Clovis the very best
mayor thnt Is possible for me to do.
Yours for a Greater Clovis.
JOE C. McCLELLAND.
A BAD DAY

Rev. W. W. Brainier, rector of the
Episcopal Church, is working on a
plan for a Community House for Clo
vis. The Episcopal Church proposes
to donnte the site for the building on
Mitchell street, besides
in every way in putting the movement
aver. There will be a meeting at the
Elks Home on Friday night of this
week to discuss plans whereby the
Community House will become a fact
and all citizens of Clovis are invited
to attend. Following are some of the
working plans thnt have been decided
upon and Mr. Brander says he feels
sure that with the proper
by societies and citizens working
in harmony it can be put over:
1. That the citizens of Clovis unite
in building a Community House, with
addition of natatorium if practical.
2. That the sum of $25,000.00 be
the goal of a whirlwind campaign
ending April 17th at 12 noon.
3. That the following ten teams
be formed: American Legion, Elks,
Chamber of Commerce, Citizens Com
mittees, Woman's Clubs, Progress
Club, County Committee, Santa Fe
Trades Union, Curry County Library
Association.
4.
That representatives of each
team report progress at 12 noon each
day at the lunch at the Harvey House.
5. That the Episcopal Church will
donate the ground.
0. That all subscriptions be paid
up by Jan. 1, 1921 and payments may
be monthly if preferred.
7.
That a permanent committee
will be formed of members nominated
by each team or society represented
and five others nominated by Rev.
Brander,
8.. That Mr. Reggin Buckler of
Baltimore be selected as architect and
the sketches soon be sent in with
proper modifications as to plans and
specifications be adopted.
Data
Building 70x100 feet.
Auditorium up stairs; stage 40x25.
Rest rooms for country women 15x25
on each side.
Gymnasium 70x20 feet in basement
with showers and lavatories.
Room for Boy Scouts and societies
70x25, and library.
Lounging room 70x35 feet, suit
able for dining room.
Kitchen, furnace room, smoking
room, etc.

A. R. Hebenstrcit,
representing
the El Paso Bitulithic Company was
the only bidder for the paving at the
council meeting last Monday, however, this company made what the
council considered was a very fair
bid in the face of present conditions
and his bid was accepted. The company's bid specified thut they must
receive at least 35,000 square yards
of paving, and part of the paving
districts were eliminated by request
of the bidder as they were unable
to handle the paving bonds in these
districts.
Tho streets to be' paved
under the new contract are nil of
Main Street from Barry Hardware
corner to the Santa Fe right of way;
two blocks east and west on Grand
Avenue; two blocks east and west on
Monroe, and all the paving on Pile
and Gidding. The only paving
was that on Otero and
Washington. It is possible that one
block may have to be eliminated on
West Monroe.
The contractor agrees to commence
the work of paving by May 15th and
complete the work just as fast as
labor conditions will permit.

CHILD RUN OVER BY
AUTO LAST WEEK
Howard, the eight year old son of
Mr. and Mrs. V. T. Scott, was run
over by an auto at the corner near
the high school building last Friday.
School had just dismissed and Howard, with other youngsters was attempting to crass the street. The
auto passed over his body and it was
at first thought he was seriously injured but he is getting along nicely
now and is out of danger.

'

BABY CARRIAGES
BLOCK TRAFFIC AT
LANDLORD'S HEARING
New York, April 6, Baby carriages blacked traffic in front of a
Brooklyn court house so great was
the throng of evicted tenants seeking
relief under new laws to curb profi-

teering

in

rent.

Whole families went to court, the
babies being left outside. When the
parents emerged, having obtained
time to hunt other apartments, their
joy was unmixed with concern at the
task of sorting out their children,
many of whom had exchanged carriages, crawling from one to the other.
Most of the landlords agreed to postpone evictions till July.
In Manhattan court, more than 400
men, women and children engaged in
an enthusiastic demonstration when
the first 150 rent complaints was
given a six months stay of eviction.
Tenants whose cases were awaiting
hearing applauded Justice Prince and
shouted their approval. Some stood
on benches and waved their hats with
joy.
Every tennnt found his appeal to
the court successful, the landlords being ordered to postpone evictions
from one to six months.
A street car conductor who was in
court wih his five children and has
already been allowed three months to
find a home was given an additional
month. He offered his landlord
NEW
month's rent Sut Justice Prince told
ADDED
MEMBERS
him to keep his money.

The wind storm last Saturday was THIRTY-FOUthe most severe one that has visited
this section for
number of years.
A very successful revivul meeting
A strong wind blew from the. west
and northwest all day and was very was closed at the Christian Church
was
The preaching
disagreeable.
Considerable damage last Sunday.
done by the pastor, I. N. Jett, who
was done to tin roofs.
preached a number of forceful seraddimons. There were thirty-fou- r
TO AUTO DRIVERS
tions to the church as a result of the
The ciiy authorities give notice work' of the revival. A reception was
thnt the traffic ordinance requiring held at the church Monday evening
automobiles to run less than 15 miles in honor of the new members.
per hour is going to be inforced ab
TEXICO RESULTS
solutely. It Is said that some drivers
are attempting to make a speedway
At the city election in Texico Tues
of Main Street.
day, the following officers were eler
ted:
FRUIT LIKELY INJURED
Mayor G. W. Landers.
Clerk Bob Williams.
Tho fruit In this section, particuD. F. Wulfman, Mike
Aldermen
larly tho early blooming varieties was
likely badly damaged by the frost and Hill, A. Holloway, F, G. Avery and
L. Smith.
freeze on last Saturday night.

THEY "ARE

HOUSEHOLD AIDS

Phoenir, .Ariz., April 3. "House
hold Aid" is the new title for a servant girl who has had a home econo
mics course, according ta Miss Anne
Richardson, federal director of home
economics and vocational training.
who left today to return to Washington, after having inspected the work
tarried on in Arizona. She said 320
women were enrolled in part time
classes in ths state, and in Miami,
Arizona, 14 "household aids" were
released daily by their employers to
take training on home economics
classes. She suM she had been told
"household aids" were proving far
more satisfactory in, the southwest
than tho common run of ser "nuts.
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' FOR SHERIFF
I hereby announce my candidacy
to the office of Sheriff
LOS ANGELES WOMAN SUFFER- for
County,
Curry
of
subject to the will
RHEUMYEARS
FROM
SIX
ED
Entered at the postoffiee at Clovis,
BY of the Democratic party.
ATISMSOON RELIEVED
New Mexico, at second class matter
S. D. DEAN.
TANLAC.
Under the act of March 3, 1879.
Thereby announce as a candidate
foi sheriff of Curry County subject
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
"I had rheumatism so bad that life to the action of the Democratic party
One Year
$1.60 was simply miserable for me, but and solicit the votes of all.
75 Tnnlac has entirely
overcome my
Six Months
F. E. SADLER.
trouble," said Mrs. Martha Asbach,
of Grady authorizes
II.
J.
Stanfield
Duane St., Los Angeles, Cal.
2226
Chicago Hlone will pay for four
to
tho
News
his candidacy
announce
in
six
was
years
past
the
I
"For
hundred million dollars in income
such a wreched condition I can hard- for the office of Sheriff of Curry
taxes this yetir, and yet some people
ly understand how I held out as long County subject to the action of the
are still worrying about how the ex
as I did," she continued.
"I had Democratic primary.
pense of the war is ever going to be
rheumatic pains in my knees so bad
FOR COUNTY CLERK
paid.
that it was impossible for me to step
The News is authorized
to anup or down stairs, and my hands nounce the name of Roy McMillen as
FREE PAPER
were so swollen and stiff it was all a candidate for the office of County
I could do to hold tt.e broom or Clerk, subject to the action of the
A bill to permit the importation of
dishes. At night I simply ached all Democratic party.
newsprint paper without payment of over so bad I could not Bleep, and, in
revenue has been introduced in con- fact, 1 buffered all the time night and
Tho News is authorized to angress. This is nn emergency measure, day. I became very nervous and vor nounce Daniel Boone as a candidate
as Representative Kitchen ejpluined, ried so much over my condition that for the office of County Clerk, subdesigned to save hundreds of small I became very despondent.
ject to the action of the Democratic
These newspapers will
newvpr.pi'ru.
"I tried nil the medicines I could party.
have to suspend publication at an
hear of but none of them did mo any
FOR TAX ASSESSOR
alarming rate within the next three good
until I got Tanluc. I was overto anThe News is authorized
or four months unless the supply of joyed to find that it more than met
George
Roach
as
candidate
a
nounce
is
augmented.
It appears that my expectations.
paper
All signs of the
to the office of Tax
the only way of increasing the supply rheumatism has left mo end I am for
Curry
County, subject to
of
Assessor
to
permit
is
present
imposithe
at
back doing my own housework for the
tion of much paper from Scandina- first time in sivrral years. My the action of tiie Democratic party.
vian countries. Th" price to publishFOR COUNTY TREASURER
as they can be
nerves are us
ers will lie much higher thun the high and I sleep all night lor.g and never
I hereby announce as a candidate
prices now prevailing, but even ut
to the office of Counwake up till morning. I haven't felt for
that many papers can manage to keep so fine in years and it certainly is a ty Treasurer, subject to the will of
afloat if tht-- can get the paper.
pleasure for me t tell everybody tho Democratic party.
The bill should be passed prompt- J. S. MORGAN.
about Tar.lac."
ly.
Tanlaa is sold in Clovis by Mean
COUNTY SUPERINTENDENT
Pharmacy, in Texico by Red Cross
hereby announce my candidacy
I
AN UNUSUAL AUTOMOBILE LAW Phnrmacy,
and in Mclroso by Irwin for the office of County Superinten& Pool.
(Advertisement.)
dent of schools, subject to the action
Lots of things are done in North
of the Democratic party.
Carolina, thut for example, South
JAS. C. RHOTON.
Dakota and Alaska are not guilty of,
Probably, also vice versa. In the twin
I hereby announce ns a candidate
FAIRFIELD FACTS
Carolina, for instance, they have
for County Superintendent of schools
law. They have lota of laws in these
subject to 'he action of the Demo
two states but this is a most peculiar
cratic primary election.
(Too late for last week.)
ne.
MRS; LENA MAXWELL.
The courts have ruled that if a
Mrs. Houston has not yet return
I hereby announce as a candidate
pedestrian is struck by an auto, he ed from Amarillo, where she is visit
for County Superintendent, subject
an sue for possession of the vehicle. ing her daughter.
to the action of th Deirosw.t'e pii- This law has become so popular of
Mr. Boone and Jeff, who have been
late, it has been upheld so often to "baching" and farming near Point nutr..' election on April 24, and solicit
As loss of his ear by the owner, that Enterprise, spent Saturday afternoon the votes of all.
MRS. C. V. STEED.
a growing number of people in these and Sunday at home.
states,
they
two
when
feel the need
FOR COUNTY COMMISSIONER
Several of her friends spent Sun
f a car for business or pleasure, day with Gladys Bates, that being her
J. D. Flemming authorizes the
y
walk forth, strut in the
r
News to announce his candidacy for
birthday.
f a motor car, are knocked down, inas County Commisisoner
Mr. Kennedy was pretty badly hurt
stitute suit, and quickly obtain pos- by falling off a load of feed. The for District No. 1, subject to the ac
session of the car that injured them. doctor's examination showed that tion of tho Democratic Party.
Motor Life.
some muscles and ligaments in his
I announce as a candidate for
chest had been torn.
County
Commissioner from District
THE MODEL LANDLORD
Sometime ago the Wall boys' Ford
No. 1, subject to the action of the
DWELLS IN CINCINNATI met with an accident. It had a head'
Democratic primary election on April
on collision with a sand bed and turn
THOS. W. JONES.
24th.
ed
a somersault.
Cincinnati, 0., April 3. The model
The school has been carrying on FOR COUNTY COMMISSIONER
landlord of Cincinnati is Michael Mul
correspondence with other schools in
I hereby announce my candidacy
len, Ohio state political leader.
to the office of Coun
Mullen owns a tenement house on northern states.
for
Several school children were absent ty Commissioner from District No. 2,
Pike street. For 20 years his tenants
have, been paying him no more than Monday attending the sale at Mr. subject to the action of the Dcmocra
tie party.
10 a month for a four room flat Martin's.
G. W. RYLE.
with private bath. Mullen pays all
the water bills. Every Christmas MuFor Sale or Trade for property
I announce as a candidate for
llen presents each family with a tur- Clovis A good eighty acre farm
County Commissioner from District
key. The tenants have the privilege Missouri, good spring and cistern No.
2, subject to the action of the
house, barns and other improvements. Democratic primary election on April
f passing npon any newcomer.
As if this was not enough to please Good fruit, stock and poultry coun
F. E. DENT.
24th.
any tenant, Mullen recently tore try. Fine home for one who wants to
I hereby announce my candidacy
down an adjoining building and fitted live in that state. Will trade for
cut a play ground for his tenant's! Ford car. Apply at News office. for the office of County Commission'
er of District No. 2, subject to the
1
4 tp
children.
I
action of the Democratic primary
election.
J. D. LYNCH.
EDWARD L. MANSON
Editor and Publisher

'Bat in the Long Run

V

is the
THE INNERofTUBE
your tire
.

making a tire pneumatic is
to equip it with an inner tube.
The tube is there to hold the

8--

Fulfilled Promises

Some banks make a practice of mak-

ing all kinds of promises in order to
secure your account and then, when the

"pinch" comes will not fulfill them.
This hank has established an enviahle
reputation for living up to its promises.

Goodrich Red Inner Tubes
hold the air because they are
scientifically constructed. Tliey
fit the tires. Try one on your car!

Goodrich
INNER
Tied TUBES
tht 8. F. Goodrich
Maktrt

NOTICE OF SUIT

"The Bank that Accommodates"
Capita

tr.CCO.OO

Surplus $27,500.00

X'lihtr Company, 1kreti.'Qhio
of ihi SiivtuTowm Ti", Tut

In Justice Court In and for Precinct ceries, together with interest thereon
Number One, Curry County, State from February 1st,
of New Mexico,
You are further notified that unA. B. Austin, Plaintiff,
less you appear, answer, demur, or
vs.
otherwise plead in said suit on or beSam C. McMurray, Defendant.
fore the 3rd day of May, 1920, that
To Sam C. McMurray, the above the plaintiff will apply to the court '
named defendant:
for and tako default judgment
You are hereby notified that suit against you for the above said sum
has been filed and is now pending in of $82.60, and interest from the said
tho Justice Court in and for Precinct 1st day of February, 1918, together
Number One, Curry County. State of with tho costs of su!t. ,vou will thereNew Mexico, and in which said suit fore govern yourself accordingly.
A. B. Austin, is pluintiff and you the
Dated this the 27th day of March,
said Sam C. McMurray, are defend A. D. 1920.
ant.
J. P. NOBLE,
You are further notified that the
Justice of the Peace.
general objects of said suit are to
recover judgment against you for the
If Its news The News wants It.
sum of $82.60 on account for Gro Phone us. No. 97.

In the Distiict Court of Curry Coun
ty, New Mexico.
W. T. Noles, Plaintiff.
vs.
No. 1582
Eunice Noles, Defendant.
To the defendant, Eunice Noles, in
the above suit:
You will take notice that a suit
has been filed against you and Is
now pending in the District Court of
Curry County, New Mexico, in which
W. T. Noles is plaintiff and Eunice
Nclea is defendant
and numbered
1582 on the docket of said court.
You are further notified that the
general objects of said suit are as
follows: to procure a decree of di
vorce dissolving the marrjage rela
tions existing between the plaintiff
and defendant.
You are further notified that if you
fall to appear or plead in this cause
on or before the 10th day of May,
1920, judgment will be rendered
against you In said cause by default
and the plaintiff will apply to the
court for the relief sought for in
the complaint herein.
W. A. Havener is attorney for the
plaintiff and his post office and business address is Clovis, New Mexico.
In witness whereof I have here'
FOR COUNTY COMMISSIONER
unto set my hand and affixed the seal
I hereby announce as a candidate of said court this 12th day of March,
for County Commissioner of District 15V20.
No. 3, subject to the action of the (Seal)
W. C. ZERWER,
Democratic party.
County Clerk
J. W. MANNING.
PROCLAMATION
C. M. COMPTON. Jr.. of Port.lei
Candidate for Dotrict Attorney of
Whereas, the mayor of the village
the Fifth Judicial District, in and for
of
Texico, N. M., by tho authority
tho Counties of Roosevelt, Curry
vested in him has ordered this day
and Dn Baca. Subject to Democratic
March 1st, 1920, A. D., an election
Primaries. Your support will bo apto he held in the village of Texico, N.
preciated.
M., at tho office of F. G. Avery, on
tho Cth duy of April, 1920, A. D., for
NOTICE OF FINAL SETTLEMENT
tho purpose of electing a M'l.vor,
Clerk and Treasurer, and four AlderNotice is hereby gien that Isom
men. Officers to conduct election
Eblen, administrator of tho estate
are namely
of Cora L. Eblen, deceased, has filed
Clerks Bob Williams, Dr. Micacl.
his final report, and the probate court
For Judges Martin Cranfiil, M. L.
has set the 3rd day of May, 1920, at Rogers and G. W. Landers.
the County Cork's office in Clovis,
J. F. McGREW, Mayor.
New Mexico, at 2 P. M., as the time
Attest: J. B. COLTIIARP, Clerk.
and place for hearing objections, if (Seal)
nny, to said report, and all persons
wishing to object thereto shall appear
Notice to Farmers Tho St. Vrain
in person or f ilo same with the CounNational Farm Loan Association
ty Clerk.
amended Territory covers all Curry
W. C. ZERWER,
County west of Range 35.. If you
County Clerk.
desire a loan, call on or writ for
J. L. Hines,
further information.
For Sale At the Rambo place, 2 Eecretary-TreasurI
miles south and 3 miles east of Clovis,
3 horses, one extra good marc, fine
LISTEN You men who have to
milk cow with calf, some Duroc shoats sir your shoes from Saturday ni(ht
and a nice bred Duroc gilt, a P. A O. till Monday morning to get the odor
"t-r- ,
fed and other things. Hove out One box of Baker's Foot Ease
about ir0 straight bois d'arc posts to will stop all that trouble.
For sale
sell.
W. H. Wingo.
at Shoe Shop.

Il8.

Electric Filling
Station
We are erecting a building at Id
corner of Pile and

Et

Grand Ave
Filling

and will install an

Station and will also handle all kinds
of Automobile AcceMoriea.
I

for our announcement

Watch

of opening.

C. H. SCOTT & SON,

Prop.

t,

er

The Clovis National Bank

serves no other purpose.

air-- it

st'-a.i-

right-of-wa-

for the only practical way of

-

MONUMENTS

Artistic Marble and Granite Memorials
Prices, Material, Workmanship Fully Guaranteed,
Abo Lawn and Cemetery Iron Fencing.
YOU WILL SAVE MONEY BY SEEING US
BEFORE BUYING.

Rapp Monument Co.
206 West Grand Ave

CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO

THE CL0V13 NEWS, THURSDAY, APRIL 8,
To buv. hold, it'll, eonvev. lease.
own and control roal estate, and all
classes of personal property, chattels
and commercial paper; to borrow
money and to pledge real estate,, personal nronertv or personal security

J

Let's Go

if

rn

b

i

1 ments and contracts

IV.
The amount of the total authorized
is
of
J capital stockForty this corporation
Thousand Dollars,!
the sum of
$40,000.00) and the number on
shares into which the same is divided is Four Hundred (400) shares,
and the par value of each share is
the sum of One Hundred ($100.00)
Dollars, and that said shares are fully paid up and said corporation shall
continue business under the first
amended articles of incorporation
with its Four Hundred (400) shares
of stock fully paid un.
V.
The name and the postoffice adand
dresses of the incorporators
stockholders in this corporation, and
the number of shares subscribed for,
owned and held by each of them are
as follows:
Joo C. "McClelland, Clovis, New
Merico, 100 shares.
J. Foster Scott, Jr., Clovis, New
Mexico, 200 shares.
Willie H. McClelland, Clovis, New
Mexico, 100 Bhare.
VI.
This corporation
shall exist and
continue for a period of Fifty years.
VII.
The Board of Directors of said cor- ? roration until the next election, and
J! their postoffice addresses are as fol-- l
X lows:
Joo C. McClelland, Clovis, New

1
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GO. i

OLAGKMQRE-ZERVE- R

Upstairs

t

Opposite First National Bank

Fire and Hail Insurance

J

Our assurance that in whatever manner we may be J
serve

you well.

I

i

ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION

signed, whose names are subscribed
k.V..t
u.. i
.i.. k..
State of New Mexico hereby associate!
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
State Corporation Commission of and form ourselves, our successors
and assigns into a corporation, under
New Mexico.
the following FIKST AMENDED
Cartificata of Comparison.
Unitd Htates of America, Stute of ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION
New Mexico, ss.

t:

I.
It it hereby certified, that the anThe name of this corporation shall
nexed is a full, true and complete
be: The City Drug Company.
transcript of the
II
Amendment to Cartificata of Incor1 HV iuimiuil Ul III lirmcillUI
IM I ILC
poration of
in this state, and the place of busi-THE CITY DKU'j COMPANY
RslatiTO to Chant
in. Article of ness of said corporation shal be at
i iovik, incw Mexico, anu wnun place
incorporation.
tno. mioj.
with the endowments thereon, as this corporation shall keep and main-- 1
"Pilars on file and of record in tain an office for the transaction of
the office of the State Corporation business, and that Joe C. McClelland,
whose residence is Clevis, New MexJ
Commission.
,
me Mate, ico, snau be tne agent in cnarge oi
in testimony
Corporation Com iiiiKtMHi in uiif oiuii. miiii i:uriuntiiuii hi, sum pmue, UPUT1
of New Mexico hat caused this cer wiiuin k'iviiv ui HutiM UKlllllHl buiu
tifirate to be signed by its Chairman corporation may De nau.
and the seal of said Commission, to
III.
be affixed at the city of Santa Fe
That the object and purpose for
on this 22nd day of March, A. D. which said irporation is formed, in
1!)20.
addition to the general powers conHUGH H. WILLIAMS.
(Seal)
ferred by law, are at follows:
Chairman.
Attest:
To own, operate, control, purchase,
A. L. MORRISON, Clerk.
sell, manage and run Drug Stores
in the State of New Mexico, for the
FIRST AMENDED ARTICLES OF wholesale and retail of all drugs,
chemicals, sundries, fixtures and all
INCORPORATION OF
classes of general merchandise.
"THE CITY DRUG COMPANY"
OF CLOVIS. NEW MEXICO.
lo compound, prepare, advertlsi
KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE and sell all hinds of proprietory
That we, the under-- ' medicines and sundries.
PRESENTS:
1

wm-reor-

i

The officers of this corporation un- til the next election ore as follows:
Joe C. McClelland, Clovis, New
Mexico, President.
Willie H. McClelland, Clovis, New
Mexiro, Vice President.
J. Foster Scott, Jr., Clovis, New
Mexico,

Secretarv-Treasure-

"j J

,..,,

,

The Stephens Perfected Overhead-Valv- e
Engine is a modern,
fuel burner and it has a vast
reserve power thit makes the'

25

secretary

de

a salient
Here's what the Stephens will do:
road-performe-

r.

Deliver from 16 to 22 miles per
gallon of gasoline

Travel at any speed
between Vi and 60
miles per hour in high

shall be
treasurer,
chosen from among the directors, and
tho board of directors shall have authority from time to time to appoint
such other officers and agents as
mnv be necessary.
That the changes and amendments
herein made arc with the unanimous
consent of all stockholders and pnr-- i
ties in interest in this corporation,
,1,,. .
hov ni, r rot nnuuri a
n,,olnon declaring the chnnres and
amendments herein made advisable
nn,i mIIpH a meetimr nf the atncW
e
hol(,,rg to take action thereon,
inK f h,t ,.iven potice of ,uch mc,ot.
jn ag rciluirccl by law and at said
present
nu.(,tin
aIJ
unanimously
Bmi Vn,.j
for the
changes and amendments
herein

gear-Pick-

a ciandir.j start to
per hour, through all

from
mi!e3

three speeds, in

And in daily use Stephens owners
have never found a road too stiff or
a trip too far for their sturdy

The height of motor
car satisfaction is yours
in the Stephens Salient
Six. ' See it at our show
rooms today.

-- WEBSTER.

any hill in high
Ftek Cord

Tint Sundcrd

seconds

8

Increase, from 5 to 23 miles per
hour in high gear in 10.' i seconds.

"That is salient which
is strikingly manifest
tr which catches the
attention at once."

?

Equipment on All Model

ODOM & YELVERTON
CLOVIS

NEW MEXICO

hav-sam-

.,.,,6

A GREATER VALUE

rillKH.

Manufactured
The City
In Witness Whereof,
Drug Company by order of its honrd
of directors has caused these First
Amended Articles of Incorporation
to be signed in its name by its president, attested by its secretary and
On this 19th day of March, 1920,
its corporate seal to be hereto at- before me personally appeared Joe
tached this 19th day of March, 1920.
to me personally
C. McClelland,
(Corporate Seal)
known, who bjing by me duly sworn
joe McClelland.
upon oath states thnt he is the presPresident.
Attest:
ident of The City Drug Company, a
J. FOSTER SCOTT, Jr.,
Secretary.
corporation, and that the seal afState of Now Mexico, County of fixed to said instrument is the seal of
j said
corporation, and that said in- Curry.

c

r

v

gear that any car can climb in
-up
high

Stephens

r.

.TTnltr4n
JPJP

Bourd
h
?IM."'l'nf'

For very definite reasons,, the
Stephens is a motor car of greater
value and greater service.
low-gra-

IX.
The fully paid up shares of the cap-- t
ital stock of this corporation shall
be
and shall be trans- terable on the books of the corpora- tion only, or otherwise as the bylaws
Tho power to make,
mnv provide.
s
alter, amend and repeal all

"f

A Greater Service

A Greater Value

VIII.

J;

I

Based Upon Facts

J. Foster Scott, Jr., Clovis, New
Mexico.
Willie H. McClelland, Clovis, New
1
Mexico.

J

10

Salient SiC

Mexico.

I

aoie lo serve you, we snau spare no enorx

STKPH3SN s

j

Abstracts

j

of every form

and description.

We're Ready

'

1920.

mmth

h,.,

Ll

It

m

V--

"iy'1.'

by Stephens Motor tVorki

A GREATER SERVICE
oMoline Plow

Company

strument was signed and sealed

in NOTICE FOR SALE
behalf of said corporation by author
OF SCHOOL BONDS
ity of its board of directors, and the
said Joe C. McClelland acknowledged
Notice is hereby given that the
said instrument to be the free act
and deed of snid corporation.
electors of Hollcnc School District,
In witness whereof. I have here- No. ''" Curry County, New Mexico,
unto set my hand and affixed my official scnl the day and year In this have duly voted bonds in the amount
of $16,500.00 to run 30 years from
certificate first above written.
CASH RAMEY,
date of issuance, at six percent inter
Notary Public. est payable
(Notarial Seal)
at Clovis,
My commission expires Aug. 20, 1920. New Mexico, with the option to reSTOCKHOLDERS
ASSENT OF
deem after ten years from date, the
We, the undersigned, being all the
funds to be used for the purpose of
ComDrug
City
The
stockholders of
pany, and owning all thj stock and erecting and equipping a school buildinterest in and of said company and ing in said district
corporation, do hereby state that we
Now therefore, notico it hereby
give our unanimous assent to the fore
going First Amended Articlci of In- given that the undersigned County
corporation of the City Drug Co., Treasurer of Curry County, New
including all the changes and amend- Mexico, will receive sealed bids
for
ments therein made, and we do furth
er state thut we voted for the same aaid bonds and will open tame at his
at a meeting of the stockholders call office on the 20th day of April, 1920,
ed bv the directors in a resolution de' at the hour of 10 o'clock A. M., and
claring the same advisable and called will sell
said bonds to the best reat the law provides and lor tne pur- sponsible bidder
therefor, but repose of taking action thereon;
Witless our hands this 19th day of serves the right to reject any and
March, 1920.
nil bidj, and will require a certified
Joe C. McClelland,
check for 1000.00 to accompany
Willie H. McClelland,
said bids,
J. Foster Scott, Jr.
J. SIMPSON MORGAN,
State of New Mexico, County of
Curry.
County Treasurer.
On this 19th day of March. 1920,
before me personally appeared Joe
Thone 97 for your Job Printing..
C. McClelland and J. Foster Scott,
Jr., and Willie H. McClelland, to me
known to be the persons described in
and who executed the foregoing instrument and acknowledged thnt they
executed the same as their free act
and tliA'tt.
In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my of
ficial seal the day and year in thit
certificate first above written.
CASH RAMEY
Dad Dwight, Managar.
Notary Public.
(Notarial Seal)
Fatronize Home Industry and
My commission expires Aug. 26, 1920.
select your work from a horns
ENDORSED:
concern.
No. 10469
Cor. Rec'd. Vol. 6, Page 040, AmendQuick ssrvica ana good
ment to Certificate of IncorporaSatisfaction
Matarial.
tion of The City Drug Company,
Guarantaad or ao pay.
Relative tj changes In Articles of
Incorporation.
We can save you the agents
Filed in office of State Corporation
commission as nj agent is alCommission of New Mexico, Mar.
lowed
to sell for us. Came look
M.
22, 1920, 3:30 P.
over my stock of Vermont
A. L. MORRISON, Clerk.
Compared JJO to MH.
Marble.
I am a citiien of

Clovis Marble

Works

tT7T?rTT7
bread and Blue Label Karo.
children have all they want,
high
priced jams, jellies or preinstead of
satisfies
the natural desire for
serves. It
tweets and takes the place of high price
store candy. Karo is a
food.. Give it to the

SLICED

body-buildin-

g,

nergy-produci-

CORN PRODUCTS
17 Battary Placa .

boys and girls after school when they want
"something to eat."
Blue Label Karo is dandy for Homemade Candy. It is easy to make and costs
much less than store candy. Write for
re book of recipes.
P. S. Ask your grocer for the price of Karo by
the dozen cam.
REFINING COMPANY
Naw York

r

r:.

m

Egga and Chickens It It a treat
Rhode
for you to tee my
Island Red chickens. Eggs and baby
chicks for sale. Mis. E. W. Kinney,
1
?
Hereford, Texas.
4--

--

Clovis.

Dad Dwright
Grand Aranna,

Clovis, N. M.

THE GL0VI3

NEWS, THURSDAY, APRIL 8, 1920.

LOCAL MENTION

A gigantic dream about you
You and your job
You and your wife
You and your home-Hu- man
Dramatic Spectacular I

ok for th

WerMarJt

For Rent One front bed room,
modern. Phono 270.
ltc
For loans on farms, set First
e
Loan Co., at First National
Bank. Loans closed promptly.
Moit-pnr--

Of course you wunt that wheat
crop protected.
Insure with Baker.
Bros. Agency.
itc

.5

Mr. and Mrs. Joe C. McClelland
left Thursday morning for a visit ut
Marlin, Texas.

Symph onuJbawn
The Writing Paper with
the Delightful Surface
of refinement appreciate the
WOMEN of Symphony Lawn Writing
Paper a quality expressed in the remark
ably fine texture of the paper, the splendid
writing surface, the opportunity for personal
selection permitted by its varied finishes and

delicate tints.
Symphony Lawn Writing Paper can b
obtained in packages containing one quire
or one pound. Made in several styles and
sizes, to meet every dictate of good taste.
Also correspondence cards, with envelopes to
match.

Columbia Grafonolas

Hurry L. Piitton spent several days
in Santa Fe this week looking after

Insure
fire and
Agency,
C. W.
the week

t

'

..

mm

your

automobile against
theft with Baker Bros

itc
Freazier left the first of
for a business trip to Burk- -

burnctt.

Ufsssxf V

i

U

j

of Canyon
was a Clovis visitor the first of the

drink parlor and cigar store which
operates in the old Mistletoe restaurant building.

Just unloading car Wobor Wagons
and Trucks.

Best improved 1G0 acre farm in
eastern New Mexico. Will take home
in Clovis, or small improved acreage
tract near city limits as first payment. Balance in two to five years.
Improvements alone worth the money. Ask for this farm. Jump &
Edgcll.
Itc

fltt
II

f

land Strike Riot.

ilLr

Blocks of

j v

set aflame by fanatics
Crimes of the Red

j

WtWr'K
j Wlf JP'm

$m-

JW

fi0t, flfJL

X

&

I

W

fW0M
i''W9.
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lxmvlmli
TOfWli
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The Great New Eng.

rrWK

Jp$W

HV

W. F. Dillon hua recently purchased a half interest in the Bob Fox

i'Mi

.

j

.

week.

$

Ji

U

or

f--

y

JU

Rev. Ted P. Holificld

Tinware, Graniteware,
ware.

Your neighbor has one
Sold on easy payments
New Records Each Week
Take some home with you

N

legal business.

b&tfff
I
v

buildings

The "Nationalization"
of Russian women
The Gathering of the
Soviets

,

The secret plottings
of the "Committee of
Terror" in America
Scenes of daring, sac- -

rif ice, passionate love

S.

"it'il w

Sensation

fell W0 KAjSoiaimmt

I

and

J. H. Kays of Pleasant Hill was a
Clovis visitor Wednesday. Mr. Kays
says the winds have done little damage to the soil from blowing- - out his
way as most of the farmers bad their
land up in good shape.
Western Electric Washers sold on

trial.

Human Wolves

Eastman Kodaks
Dr. C! O. Warriner and wife plan
to leave next week for a two months
automobile trip to California and
Oregon.
C. R. McQueen, representing the
National Biscuit Co., and Johnson &
Sullivan will give a demonstration of
Sunshine products at the Johnson &
Sullivan Grocery next Saturday.

They have broken in! Howling that al! that is holy ranting
at law, sneering at deceney .scattering red poison from mouths
that prate of "humanity," working, perhaps, in YOl'K OWN
IIOMK.

They have hrokeu in! Hurning, hoinhing, slaying enlisting
the dreamers, drones and vandals in a crimson crusade hringitig
fear to our land that Imasted it was safe.
See ihem in "Dangerous Hours." A .soul stirring love drama
of THIS noun.
The sloi-- of a young American, clean and fearless, who joined
the park 1o "help mankind" injured his friends forsook his
fa her wronged the woman who loved him turned to the one
who dragged him down. A story of tin; UYA) TKRWOK.
I

Lenn Maxwell, teacher at!
Havener and candidate for County!
Superintendent was a Clovii visitor!
Monday. The Havener school will
close next Friday.
Mrs.

Try our finishing department.

ALSO SHOWING

Two Reel Sunshine Comedy
MUTT AND JEFF CARTOON
AT THE

SOUTHWESTERN DRUG GO,
CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO

Are you enjoying your

Tremblay's Tailor Shop

Lm.

pho-

nograph?

If not, buy

somo

Gcnnctt

Records and enhance its beauty

202 South Main St.

of tone.

SATURDAY'1 WIGHT
APRIL 10th.

The record with the

TRY TO GET IN

Clear Tone and Lasting

Phone 450
For Cleaning, Pressing and Repairing.

New Records every month.

Tailoring and Alterations our Specialty

Flu and its after effect are
cessfully treated by Osteopathy,

Will soon be equipped witli the latest
cleaning and pressing machinery.

CROFT
MUSIC

Work Called For and Delivered
The News gives all the news and is only $1.50 per year.

CO.
I

suc-

Choice residence lota. Priwd rijrjit.
Eaker Bros. & Shepard.
Itc
Telejihone 72 your Electric
and riunibiiif? TUOIUlUIS.

T. B. S. Denby of Melrose was

tfc Clovis last Friday,

In

tt. L. Reese of Tortules
Clovis Tuesday.

was in

Tor loans on farms, seo First Mort-li;- e
U't us show you tho New Round
loan Co., at First National Ouk Rnngo. Saves you money, tern-pHanli. Loans closed promptly.
and Rood nature.
BARRY HARDWARE CO.
Harness, Wagons and Farm Trucks
at
Lumber is not hlKh. What rent do
you pay, ,
et

..

---

SECOND

SECTION

Oldest Established Paper in Curry County
VOL. 13, NUMBER 41.

Official Paper of U. S. Land Office

CLOVIS. NEW MEXICO, THURSDAY, APRIL 8, 1920.
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i the strata in the northeast corner
of this county a d in adjoining parts
cf San Miguel, the next county to the
north. In Quay County a broad, low
anticline in the "red beds" passes a
short distance cast of Tucumcori and
extends for some distance north and
south of the Hock Island Railroad. In
project is a deep hole in the middle Do Baca Caunty the strata dip nearly
of Tulurosa Desert, where thero arc due east in general, but a few local
no rock outcrops to indicute the struc-'nf- ': reversals of dip suggest that minor
ture. In Borne af the hectic litcra- - domes
or arches Tnay be found when a
lure written to promote the buIc of
oil stock the chief puoloRiat of the
United States Geological Survey is
falsely quoted as authority for the
statement that New Mexico would
one of the biggest oil fields on
this continent.

II

GAS PROSPECTS

'

W

EAS T CENTRAL
United States geological survey in:
the following bulletin indicates arcus'
which may prove favorable far drill- -'

'

The RooloRicul structure of purts of
New Mexico hus been under invest!-- 1
Ration durinK the last four years by!
N. II. Darton, a Reoloiiist of tho Uni-- 1
Ktiitua i:..nl..r

t.'.--

.(il

nirnt of the Interior,

dm.....

TV..- .-

'

who has discov-

ered in the beds of rock many domes
and arches that may be reservoirs of
oil or pas if these substances are prcs-vin the regions examined. These
flexed beds are pails of geologic
that produce oil in Wyoming,
Oklahoma, Kansas, and Texas, but in
New Mexico little evidence of the
presence of oil or gas in them has
vt been found. A small amount of
oil at Daytun and a few seeps ami
tome traces of oil reported in water
welU at several other places are the
only favorable indications so far reported. Only a few deep wells have
been bored in New, Mexico, however,
and these are in places where the
structure is not favorable for the occurrence of ail or gas, or the wells
were not drilled deep enough to mak
them satisfactory tests. Much of the
geologic guidance used in locating the
wells drilled has come from incompetent "experts," the presence of one
"dome," for example, having bcon deduced from haphazard readings of
dip taken on layers of
lUimlxtone.
One probably hopeless
cross-bedde- d

S
Kv

MEXICO

east-centr-

ward-dippin-

west-centr-

.

n

I treat all diseases and disorders of
women
and
attend confinement
cases. Dr. II. R. Gibson.

Broke down? Yes. What arc you going to do I I
fiiti going io ordcrme a new piece. Well that will
take two weeks to get it from the factory. I know
that hut what am I to do I Just got to lose the time,
pay all the expense of wiring, express and the price
,of a new one, and lose )jC0.()0 every day all this time.
Well Hill, .you can if you want to, hut not me, I can
get anything welded at the ADMIRAL WELDING
SHOP, and if it costs you as much as a new one you
have made money, and he makes his work stand up.
And he can lmrn that carbon our of your car in just
a few .minutes. Now come on over and give us a
trial. We save you time and money at our place.

ID

CROSS

1
The trial of E. L. McCauley, charg-cwith having cut District Attorney
Bob Dow in an altercation in Clovis
last fall, occupied the time I the district court for two days last week.
The jury returned a verdict of not
guilty.
d

One of the new laws ot New Mexeach county superintendent of the state ta choose each year
two students within his county who
s!u!l be furnished free of cost a

year's

"student-teacher- "

Admiral Welding Shop

i

training

course at a state Normal School. Any
student or teacher interested in a
plain statement of the purpose and
working of this law is invited to send
for a copy of the March "Normalite"
containing an article in regard to it
by Lucy Cobb, student-teache- r
from
Deming. No charges. Except send
stamped and addressed envelope with
your request Address. Service Bu- reau, Mew Mexico State Normal, Sil
ver City.

WE WELD ANY METAL

i

Jeff D.Bryant

Phone 436

'

Regular Communication.
CLOVIS LODGE, A. F. & A. M.
Next Tueid.y Night
P. A. La Shier, Secretary

SOLD ERS

Every
man in Curry
County who has not received bonus
travel pjiy, etc., should call or write
to the Home Service office in the
Chamber of Commerce. An office
will be maintained the-- e for the next
two months and it is hoped that every
man who has anything coming to
him will let it be known. P. P. Insurance can be 'reinstated any time
within eighteen months after discharge by paying two months' premiums on the amount retained. This
isthe best insurance there is from
the point of economy and has the
additional
total disability
clause
which no other form possesses. Full
information on conversion, premium
rates, etc., may be secured at the
Red Cross office.
Any man who was injured or sick
while in service and is not now as
well as when he enlisted should file
a compensation form if he has not
already done so, as no one can tell
what the after effects of gassing will
be. All who were gassed are urged
to be examined now as a protection
for the future. Likewise those who
had influenza are liable to suffer
from its effects and should take similar precaution for years to come.

E. L. McCAULEY, CLEARED
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For Early Summer Wear

o

m.

detailed survey is made.
Wells Should Be Sunk Deep
All test wells sunk in this region
should be curried entirely through
the sedimentary scries, which in the
domes and anticlines mentioned is
from 2,000 to 3,000 feet thick and at
intervals from top to bottom contains
coarse sands, some of which may be
oil burning.

ain't you at work Bill?

! VViiy

Localities of Domes and Arches
The general structure of
New Mexico is that of an east
monocline, 'but there
are local reversals of dip duo to
domes and arches, or anticlines, some
of which are rather prominent. Only
a few af the areas' where these struc
tuial features appear to merit the attention of the geologist and driller
can be mentioned here. In Guadalupe County, for example the apex
of one of the most clearly marked
part of
domes is in the
T. 11 N., R. 19 E. The uplifted beds,
which are 2,500 feet thick, are of
Permain and Pennsylvnninn age, and
the Tennsylvaninn beds lie on granite
at a vertical depth of 2,000 feet or
more. On Pintada Creek, in the cen
there is i
ter of T. 8 N., R. 19
amall'T dome involving the pame stra
ta, and a slightly less pronounced
dome in indicated in the same canyon
a few miles nbove Pintada post office
There are several broad, low urches

$1.50 PER YEAR

apparel assembled here and have determined to offer these garments
assumed that prices were unduly high. Of course other
mistakingly
at prices that might startle those who have
Ready-to-wear
bargains that they take precedence over all
things are to be featured but so exceptional are these
now.
other lines just
We know we have a wonderful line of fine

vfyi

'7

i

I

4

SUITS

COATS
Swagger Top Coats in fine
variety of delightful modes as
gay us the spring
Polo, Velour, Bolivia and Fancy Checks. Priced

..

.

)

out-doo-

rs

The youthful Eton and Bolero ;
Box and Blouse models; Ripple
and Belted models.
Tricot ines, Poirct Twills, and
Priced

Sevges.

$21.50 to $75

.

DRESSES

.

$37.50 to $110

beautiful J
Strikingly
are the new blouses of
Tricolette,
Ceorgettes i
and Crepes. $3.75 to $25. J

10

Reduction Too !

f Childr ens' Frocks

1
1
mm

01 G
t.

X

t

Here are skirts for every
occasion:

Dainty Summery Underthings
In this display arc shown all
the newest and daintest under
garments so dear to the heart of
Milady. Nifty Negliee white
; Q7 to
and colors.

025

PRESS SKIRTS
SPORT SKIRTS

J.

WALKING SKIRTS.

I

Bloomers Jersey,
Satins, all colors.

Beaut i f ul
Pussv-Willo-

w,

G3.50

to

020

010

t

4.25

s

(leorgette. Priced'

$25 to $87.50

Ch arming Camisoles, Enibroi- They are developed of X
Serges, Duvytens, Tricol-clte- s, t dered and lace trimmed.
Crepe dc Chines, Taf- X
to
fetas and Fancy Plaids and J
And too, there are Clowns,
are in all colors and models.
Teddies, Boudoir
1 Brassieres,
reasonably priced.
etc.,
all
Caps,
$15 to $25
I

adorable
To nuike
girls look even more
adorable, is evidently
the purpose of these
for
spring garments
girls ami misses. They
are fairylike in fabric
anil line and are reasonably priced.

GG to

SEPARATE
SKIRTS

Blouses

Ml

n"

Toss.ird

Reduction Prevails

During this Special Period a 20
Spring

;

When you realize that the
Spring season is in full swing
this sale assumes special import
ance. These frocks are of Taffeta, Charmeuse, Tricolette and

'

GOSSARD

Corsets

:

Our stock is bigger J
ue lie r ji.
unai i..ii.
uian Hi iuas
ever been in the past
and yc are now offering
models for every type.
Do not fail to see this
line for we have just
what you need iu

Cor-set- s.

Priced

$3.50 to $9.00
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The Grady school hain't failed to
continue and to keep its good works
going as new pupils are still entering,
which make the total number enrolled
151.
Annio L. Gamble, A Student.

Time To Brighten Up

he

POINT ENTERPRISE

onie

We had no Sunday School Sundny
as most of the people went to Fairfield. Thero was a good service Sunday night at the school house.
There will be all day rally services
at the school house Sunday. Everyone invited.
Mr. W. P. Eambo and family of
Hereford, Texas, visited friends in
this community from Friday till Sunday.
Mrs. A. Strublo returned last
Thursday from Topeka.
The trustee election was held Monday afternoon.
Mr. A. S. Walker
und Mrs. Henry Wiggins were elected.
Mr. and Mrs. Carnuhnn made a
trip to Dimmitt, Texas, last week.
Mr. John D. Tnylcr has put in a
new telephone on line 409.
Mr. a:ij Mrs. Rob Hyman, who
huvo been staying at 'the Carnahnn
home, have moved to Clovis.
Ask Miss Cox why she cats lemon
pie with a tooth pick.
Roy Mvador entertained somo of
his little friends with an Easter egg
hunt Sunduy morning.
Mr. Carnuhan.lcft Monday morning for Hereford, Texas.
Miss Claudia Meador gave her pupils an Easter program and egg hunt
Friday afternoon.
Messrs. J. T. Lewis, Stanton Lewis,
Joo McGregor, Dewey Wilson, Clyde '
Meador, Misses Nova Wilson, Lcnora
Chceley, Dove Joiner, Maudie Jones,
Myrtle Cox, Cluudia Meador and Mix.
McGregor spent Monday evening at
Mrs. Struble's.
Mr. Fred Houston and sister,
Mamie, attended church hero Sunday
night.
BLUE EYES.

Spring is here and it is a good time to brighten
up the home. When spring house cleaning time
comes the housewife always finds that she needs
some bit of furniture that will add to the appearance
as well as the comfort of the home. Our line was
never more complete and remember that the quality
of the- furniture we sell is there a long time after the
-

price is forgotten.

Dont the Spring dust storms remind you that you
would like to have a HOOVER Vaccum Cleaner?
We will gladly demonstrate them.

Magic City Furniture and

Undertaking Co.

One of tho most hated phrases in
the English language Is the one "I
told you so," yet it is a phrase which
most of us take an unholy delight in
repeating.
Suppose you did tell him
so? It's too late now for your wisdom to do any good, and why rub
it in?

Qualify Home Furnishers
YOUR CREDIT IS GOOD

JOHNSON BEOS.

Announcement

Phone No. 97 for Job printing.

In assuming the operation of the
Mill & Elevator Co., it is not our

ClovLs

desire to materially change the policies
of the old management.
It is our desire to continue to serve the
people of Clovis and adjacent trade territory hy purchasing their grain at the
highest possihle market price and supplying them with the hest milling products.
YOUR PATRONAGE WILL BE

APPRECIATED.

Cramer Mill and Elevator Co.
We will take in your second hand
furniture in exchunge for new goods.
Clovis Furniture and Undertaking

FARWELL ELECTS
WOMAN

TRUSTEES

Farwcll, April 5. In tho fuce of Company.
one of the most severe sand storms
which ever vtaited the Farwcll country, the trustee election in the
Independent school district was
one of the, most interesting since the
district was organized, when four
ladies went on tho ballot for the ofAfter you eat always take.
fice of school trustees.
Three automobiles started to bringing in voters early in the morning
I (Tor your
and although the storm raged all duy
thcy never quit running until the
Instantly relieves Heartburn, Bloat
edCaaiy reeling. Stops food souring,
polls closed at 7 p. m. The old board
repeating, and ail stomach miseries.
was beaten, and the Farwell indepenAkUdlftiltoa aad
fc'1 itamuh
fWMlani tiratic. Incfm Vitality ad ftfw
dent school district now has four
TmaaftW- ?ATONICIithhMtriMlr.
ladies who will serve as trustees for
andawoflitertulir brnfttl. OnlynuiMil
da to mm It. t'.auliuly (uannU.4
m
the next two years.
tnpHMaaorwnwlll rfuS4 BNBa9. Ualabtf
oalaiaj, Yuu Will MM.
Almost every woman in the
who had a poll tax receipt voted,
SOUTHWESTERN DRUG CO.,
it is said.
Clovis, N. M.
Far-we-

ll

ATONIC

ln

dis-tri- rt

2
GRADY SCHOOL NOTES

There is no disgrace in having the itch.
Many soldier boys caught it in defense of
their country. You've heard of seven year
itch. No need to have seven days. Zensal
docs its work ripht NOW. If dry and scaly
use Dry ZENSAL. If moist eruption use
MOIST ZENSAL. Prescriptions of a specialist. Take no substitute. All Drue Stores
THE ZENSAL COMPANY OF OKLAHOMA CITY
NU Darling, Prwt.

come.
We are sorry to report that Mr.
Allen is on the sick list. Also Mrs.
Delia Farris.

4
BLACKTOWER

There will be a singing at the
church next Sunday afternoon at 2
o'clock. Everybody come.
Sunday school report last Sunday
was 82 present and $8.40 collection.
Miss Dora Ledbetter from Havener
attended the egg hunt and singing
here last Sunday.

Mrs. Jim Criswell gave
birthday
dinner to the young folks of this
community last Sunday in honor of
her son, Joel. There was also an egg
hunt at Mr. Criswell's Sunday afternoon. Everyone reported a fine time.
This ia the last week of school.
The school will have a program next
Friday night. Everyone is invited to

CALLED

.

Phone No. 97. for Job printing.

FAMILY

HER

TO

HER

BEDSIDE

Six Years Afio, TLiokirz Slie Might Die, Says Tezai Lady. But Now
She

b

a

Well, Strong Woman and

Praiiei Cardui For

Her Recovery.
Roye City, Tex. Mrs. Ma-- y
of this place, says; "After the
birth of my little girl. . .my sldo com.
Bienced to hurt me. I had to go back
to bed. We called the doctor. lie
KU-ma-

Created

me... but I

got no hotter.

I

got worse and worse unill the misery

mi

unbearable...!

was

In bed

for

three months and suffered such agony
Coat I was Just drawn up in a knot. . .

I
m

told my husband if he would get
bottle of Cardui I would try it. . .

!

the better. That was six years ago
and I am still here and am a well,
strong woman, and I owe my lite to
Cardui. I had only taken half the
bottle when I began to feel better.
The misery In my side got less... I
continued right on taking tbe Cardui
until I had taken three bottles and I
did not need any more for I was well
and never felt better in my life... I
have never had any trouble from that
day to this."
Do you suffer from headache, backache, pains in sides, or other discomforts, each month? Or do yon feel
weak, nervous and fagged-out- !
If to,
give Cardui, the woman'! tonic,

f commenced taking it, however, that
evening I called my family about
eju... for I knew I could not last
'"law I bad a change for trial
Ctany

J.

71

The
all "Fools Day" did
not fail to be filled with its usual
sports and pranks.
Quite a large
number decided to take a vacation
the latter half cf the day, while those
who remained at school passed an
hour or two by participating in merry making and ako by enjoying the
treat which composed of candy and
oranges.
Mrs. Dunning spent the day with
us Friday while Mrs. Cupplcs, Mrs.
Stuart, Mrs. Gamble, Mrs. Boyd Galloway and Mr. John Allston called in
the afternoon. The fact that we have
only a remaining weeks of school
appears to be producing a very desirable effect among the patrons as
those who have failed to visit us in
the past are now daily calling.
The month of March which has so
swiftly flown hasn't failed to hold its
reputation and o bring its expected
though much dreaded sand storms.
During one of the severe sieges trie
boys' basketball goal was wrenched
from its proper position and hurled
several yards from its former resting
place.
Several of the pupils were glad to
have an opportunity of contributing
their "bit" for the purpose of aiding
in raising the money to erect a monument in honor of the French soldiers
who fell during the battle of the
Murnc. Though the sum was only
$5.75, wo feel thut it was given with
pleasure and for a right and noble
purpose.
The subject which is to bo debated
at the close of school has now been
selected. The question is as follows,
Curry having the affirmative and
Cluxton the negative:
Resolved:
"That National Institutions of learning should be established at the expense of the U. S. Government, to
which every boy and girl, who would
otherwise be impaired, due to lack of.
an opportunity of receiving a college
oducation, would be given access."
The idea of having a play is alio
entertained, which will add very
much to the closing exercises.
Some of the supplies which were
ordered the first of school are finally
arriving.
We will have very little
occasion to enjoy the conveniences
which these will afford this term but
will have the pleasure of knowing that
they will bo in readiness for next'

ACrp of Experts
is ready to advise you on any belting problems you
may have. We aro the representatives of the Good-

year Tire and Belting Co., and are ready at all times,
to secure expert advice for you from their Engineer-

fl-"-

ing Department.

Our stock will supply every size
belt you may need.
We also have the Wingfoot brand hose, the best
money can buy. Why not start your garden this
month. Fence your garden now while you can get
the wire it won't last much longer.

See Our Electric Washing Machines
at $105

Roberts-Dearbom.

e

bo-i-

Hardware Co.
Your Money Back if You Want

It

i
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math the remainder of the trip in
a wr.gan and led the other cow.

c

0

Hi Mew

First National Bank

.

LOCUST GROVE

We are now located in the Klein corner,
across the street west of Barry's Hardware store.

Of Clovis
Capital and

"The West Wind Realty Co." did a
movhiK business Saturday, almost, if
not all places in this community exchanged hands. There were several
windmills badly damaged. Mr. Hewitt's and Mr. Boss' wheels were torn
up and Mr. Sam Randal's mill and
tower and all were torr. down.
Mr. Ira Taylor had the misfortune
of having his Ford run into by Mr.
Will Martin's truck Saturday at Tex-icIt tore the rear wheels all to
piccej i nd turned tho car over. Luckily r.o cne was hurt.
Singing at Locust Grove every Sun
day night. Everyone invited to come.
Messrs. Barto Osborne, Ebb Randol
and families visited at T. J.
'i
'
Sunday.
M- - and Mrs. Boss visited at Mr.
P. M. Owens' Sunday.
Mr. J. E. Virden has bought a
now Ford truck.
Mrs. Hewett drove their new Ford
car into a wagon Friday.
T. J. and Sam 'Randol attended
court at Clovis lust week. Mr. RanMr. Morris staydal's brother-in-lned all night with him Thursday n'ht.
Cross Eyed Jane.

Surplus-$120,000.-

00

First Mortgage Loan Co.
Of Clovis
Capital and Surplus
Combined Capital

65,000.00
$185,000.00

We arc in a position to handle

Ran-dol-

We have a good roomy office and want our friends to call in
when in the oily and Lave a rest and a visit whether you have any

a

business to transact or not.
NoiiK'tinie ago we told you in our

advertisement that if you
ever expected to buy the farm adjoining you, not to wait too
long, as it would go higher. Ask yourself if it .has not already
proven true. We think it has and we think it is still going higher,
if you want il, better buy it now. If you are fortunate enough to
have the money, use it; if you don't happen to have enough, come
in and talk it over with us. We think we can help you we have
helped others.

with us so we may get be'tter
even if you are compelled
to check out every dollar the same
day.

YOUR

CHECKS

MAKE

THE BEST RECEIPTS.

Curry County Horse and
Jack Men's Association

CAMERON NEWS

At the sehool election at Boncy precinct Monday, J. R. Burnett was reelected trustee. J. 0. Wood and J.
Z. Isler are the other two.
A. A. Dethrago has been on the
sick list for the past week.
"T. M. Jordun of North Bend is due
10 preach at New Hope next Sunday
morning, April 11th.
Dock Patterson, Leo Lobbnn, Lula
Lobban and Sue Hummons went to
Clovis Saturday and returned Sunday.
Anglo Youngbluod and family of
Lefors, Texas, came Friday to visit
Mrs. M. A. Jihntson and other relatives here. He took his Buick six to
Clovis for repairs while here and returned home Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Leach, Ray
Leach and Marshall Hillard took two
truck loads of wheat to Clovis Saturday and visited with Jim Hendrix and
Phone 97 tor job work of all kinds. returned Sunday. Th"y had consid

.

See Us For Farm Loans

RULES AND REGULATIONS
The Association hns adopted the
following rules and regulations:

Mortgage Co.

A man is getting along in life when
he gets more comfort out of his house
slippers than ho does out of his street
shoes.
If tho Lord answered all "of our
prayers we would be wusting tons of
atuff that we could not use.
Anyway, the man whD marries a
girl who has a pug nose can feel pretty certain thut something will turn
up every day.
Marriuge is often a ceremony in
which man gives a woman the right
to uso his name and the right to do
his thinking for him.
When things are breaking just
right for a woman she can have a
good time sitting down and worrying
because she has nothing to worry
about.
A woman cun be perfectly happy
if you'll let her choose her own way
of being unhappy.

f

matter how
small your deposit may be, we want
you to deposit your checks or cash
ones as we can get. No

When in need of our services in

Yours for business,

LUKE McLUKE SAYS

with us, and want as many new

Phone 97 for job work of all kinds.

any of our lines, call on us or write a letter explaining your wants.

union

know that we appreciate the accounts of those who do business

N. M.

trade farms and city property and cattle.

Clerk sales and buy sale paper.

.

For Sale Good half section of
land, 2 miles from Clovis, well and
windmill, new house and plenty of
shed room. About 10 acres hog pos
ure, fenced and cross fenced. 175
acres in cultivation, 75 acres now in
wheat and oats. Good terms to the
right party. J. A. Nafzger,' Clovis,

Ask your neighbor about us.

We buy, sell and

your business and want you to

BREEDING FEES
Fees,
Stallions Breeding
$15.00. $5.00 down, bulance when
colt stands and sucks. $20.00 to inDue when colt
sure living colt.
stands and sucks. Ten dollars for
open season, not to include more than'
four leaps, or $7.50 a single leap.'
For Jacks All Jacks $12.50, $2.50
down, bulance when colt stands and
lucks, or $15.00 to insure living colt.
$5.00 single
Open season $10.00.
leap.
These rules must be applied to all
as above mentioned. Any mare when
sold or traded, the season is due and
must be paid by parties who bred
mare.

We pay you the money the same
Say we make the loan.

For

orablc trouble with their trucks on
their trip.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Z. Isler were Sunday dinner guests of J. R. Burnett
and family.

I

Denhof Jewelry Co.

Golda Murtin bought 240 acres of
land of Mr. Estes last week.
Clyde Isler, Mrs. Josie Crecelius
and Miss Alice Crecelius visited Sunday at the home of A. A. Dethrage.
BREEDING PLACES
E. E. Hickman, Horse and Jack, 7
A large crowd attended prayer
meeting at New Hope Sunday night. miles north and 1 mile west of Clovis.
Smith M. Pipkin, Horse and Jack, 1
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Woods took
dinner Sunday with F. B. Scott and mile east of Claud.
Wilson Davis, Horse, 15 miles
family.
of Tcxico.
north
Josie Crecelius marketed one hundTom Morris, Jack, 3 miles north
red and twelve dozen of eggs Saturand 2 miles west of Clovis.
day at Grady.
L E. Bradshaw, Horse and Jack,
seems to be trade day.
. Saturday
2 miles southwest of Clovis.
As the farmers have exchanged land
V. Tate, Horse and Jack, 10 miles
and other things for the past two
northwest
of Clovis.
Saturdays.
Tom Ross, Horse, Clovis, N. M.
The house of I. N. Storm was burnCharlie Fields, Horse and Jack, 3
ed March 27th.
south of Blacktower.
miles
Conley Gann moved to Amarillo
Davis, Horse and Jack, 12
Wilson.
He
He
had
week.
misfortune.
last
a
miles
north
of Terico.
loaded a cow into a truck and before
S. L. Baker, Horse, 2 miles west
he had gone far, she broke the rope
south of
and fell out and died that night. He and 2 miles and
Texico.

Registered Optometrists

EYES TESTED

.

GLASSES FITTED

ALL WORK GUARANTEED

1

Let Us Take Care Of Your Eyes

one-ha- lf

()()

m

The Bank You Can Depend On
4

You can always depend on the bank that maintains a friendly
business relationship with its customers through careful and conscientious attention to their interests, whether large or small.

PREMIUM ON COLTS
We offer $75 for the best horse or
filly colt, regardless of mare. $50
for second. $25 for third. The same
premium will be offered for fyule
colts.
Mr. N. W. Thompson has brought
to Curry County the best horses that
could be found which we believe is the
best thing that could have been done
in this country to start the raising of
good stock. He has had thirty years
in raising the best
of experience
horses that he can possibly find. This
Mr.
is what he offers us today.
Thompson also- has such faith as to
give $50 as premium for the best
horse or f..ly colt which has already
been paid to the secretary. He also
has o few of the highest class stal
lions to be found for sale yet. See
.

Tou need not feel any hesitancy about approaching us with
your first small deposit. This bank is made by the people who
deposit money in it.
We make loans on either real estate or chattel mortgage security. Cattle loans our specialty.

m
m

fcJ!
Citizen's Bank of Clovis

,

him If

interested.

We have ten in our association and
would be glad to have that many
more, so please come in with u. The
dues are only $2.50. If you wish to
loin.' wtite the secretary, V. Tate,
Clovis, New Meqico.
Yours for best wishes in raising
better stock.
.

.

j

Every Farmer Needs

j

Money At Some Time!
And there is no more independent way to get it than
through a farm loan with a company where the red
tape is cut out and the borrower gets all the money
he applies for without miscellaneous deductions.
'
Ask me about it. -

H. F.YOUNG
FARM LOANS
Representing the F. B. Collins Investment Co.,
of Oklahoma City
CLOVIS

NEW MEXICO

Curry County Horse and
Jack Men's Association

THE FARMER'S FRIEND'

C. E. HICKMAN,

mm

Prwid.nt

V. TATE, Secretary.

The News gives all the news and is only $1.50 per year.
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Church News

splendid discourse by Rev. Freeman
to the guests of honor the Knights
Templar. Lovely floral decorations'
were furnished by Mrs. J. A. Latta of i
Los Angeles, California.
,
In the evening a beautiful duct was
sung by Mrs. Isles and Mrs. Skarda.;
i
RE PORTER.

ing.
11 :00 a. m. "The Gospel
vs. the Bloodless Gospel."

of Blood

X

6:30 p.m. Epmorth League.
A
good time ahead for the young peo- Items of Intrest in CIovU Church
pl- Come and hear about it.
Circle
7:"0 p. m. Subject "The Conver- sion of a Thief."
Our week's
sen-iceand
EASTER SERVICES AT
campaign resulted in an addition of
METHODIST CHURCH
METHODIST CHURCH
some us new members. Let euch bei
nt
tho 8c"'vice Bml fct'' at
Following are the sen-iceat the
Easter was observed with an especCo," t0I)thu
Church.
Church,
Sundqv,
Anril
11:1
ially attractive program ut the MethR B" HiI,'EJlAN, fast or.
Sunday School ct 0:45. Present
odist Church Sunday morninp, featuring Johnson's orchestra, Mrs. Dav- enrollment 470. Let every new
CLOVIS CHURCH OF CHRIST
id Isles uml Mr. Eyrd of El Paso in member come and get acquainted.
P'Tnchinj? hv tho nrtor. Pv. R.
selections wonderfully rendered. Two
The program for Inst Sunday was
anthems were given by the choir. A B. Freeman, both morninor nd even- - earned out in full. Those present
I

April 10th.

April 10th.

Removal i Advertising Sale

X

s

For Quick Sale to Vacate Building
The Clovis Sheet Metal Works

s

X

X
X
X

Offers the. entire stock of Tin and Enamel ware, Wind Mill and Eepairs, Pipe,
Casing, Cylinders, etc., Garden Hoes, Rakes, Sprinklers and Lawn Hose at a
sacrificing price. Some of this merchandise for less than wholesale cost.

i

Sale Starts Saturday, April 10th

a

i

You will have to come quick to get in on these great bargains as sale will only
last a short time.

X

The Clovis Sheet Metal Works
W. H. SIMMONS, Manager.

I; ,,7.

;
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.THOMAS

Huonr. S.WALT

j

WHITMAN and RAO

bad a

,
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enjoyed the day greatly. Tho meeting continues throughout this week.
We arc hopeful that the iricr;3t
continues to grow. The service rtt
1 0 :J10
each morning is especially
helpful and inspiring.
The evening
service begins at 7:!10. If you cannot attend both services, came to
one anyway. It will do you good.
We are working and praying that
every member of the Church, and
every friend of the growth of "Bible
Christianity" will rally to the sup
port of this work. Let us make next;
Lord's Day the greatest day in the
history of the Church of Christ in
Clovis.
The subject for the morning
shall be "Is There Safety for Man
Out of the Church?"
The evening
discourse is on the theme "Safety
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Next Door to Antlers Hotel

MEETING TO DISCUSS
COMMUNITY HOUSE

FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Corner Mitchell and Washington
I. N. Jett, LL B., Minister.
Bible School, 9:4." a. m.
Communion and Preaching, 11 a.m.
Junior Christians. 3:00 p. m.
Intermediate C. E., 6:15 p. m.
Evening worship and preaching at

meeting will be held at the Elks
street at 7:30 p. m. on
Friday, April Uth of all citizens interested in the Community House
scheme.
There is a growing sentiment evi7:.'t0 p. m.
Prayer .Meeting Wednes- denced that now is the time to push
k
this idea to a speedy fruitation and
day evening!), 7:30.
Sing pructice, Friday evenings, at make the vision a reality. It is hopej
that each club or society will form a
7:30.
You are welcome to ull these ser- team. Especially is it necessary that
the ladies give their indespcnsible aid.
vices.
The American Legion on Monday
night by resolution gave it their
EPISCOPAL CHURCH
hearty support.
A

Hall on Main

Mid-wee-

W. W. BRANDER,
Rector Episcopal Church.

Hi. Rev. F. B. Howden, D. I
of
Suntu Fc, will preach and confirm
Let all come and enjoy these scrip- on April 24th. Public invited.
"THERE'LL BE NO REIGN OF
W. W. BKANDER, Rector.
Then one night In a reign of tcrroj off your feet with its action stirs tural and spirituul lessons. We want
you; we need you; the Lord needs
TERROR HERE TONIGHT
he saw them for what they were. your heart with its power. Vivid
you.
You need us, and we are perAnyone wanting
slightly used
OR ANY OTHER NIGHT." "Back! Back, you human wolves! Lvital spectacular
vastly entertain suaded that you need most- of nil tractor plows, two bottom, also reyou're not patriots but butchers!" ing yet dealing with one of the mo-- ! what the Lord offers you through us.
built tractors, see me. These can be
Standing against the crimson tide mcntuous questions of the hour. Al- REPORTER,
His back was against the wall. In
had at attractive prices by seeing me
rolls upon us the scum and flot- so showing
two-reSunshine com-- J
his honest zeal for mankind, he had that
at my office, 113, South Main street.
sam of earth also would crumble edy. At the Lyceum Theatre, Sat-- 1
Save money on your building by
D. F. Shinn.
tfc
aided
fanatics to tram- our America. What shall we do? urday night, April 10th. Come early letting A. Romero build of adobe, for
ple on all that he once held dear. This picture tells you sweeps you or try to get in.
information see A. Romero.
Phone 97 for job work of all kinds.
H.INCE
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SIX O'CLOCK DINNER
Misses Cecilia and Drexel Bow-maMiss Dorris Gore, Miss Grace
Temple and Miss Graco Bell were
guests of Miss Louise Walton at a
lovely six o'clock dinner Monday, after which the hostess and guest went
to the picture show.
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THE WORLD'S
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STEAM

Once More Opportunity

Specifications Bryan Light

Knocks at Your Door

Steam Tractor

This Is the second knock, there mur not be a
4hlrd.

ii. i'.

nrmti-su.- jo.

cylinder piston t)pe 4 Inch borei 5
Maximum speed, K00 It. I. M. Mln
SO It. I'. M.
VALVE
Link.
HOII.KH-Hry- nn
Water Tube, working pressure, U0
pounds. .Tested pressure, 200 pounds, hydro.
static test.
flllt.VK It Bryan Atomlsliiff. Rums either keroslne,
distillate, crude oil or denatured alcohol.
LrBltH'ATIOJ-fyllii- drr
by forced feed
llh Mich
test oil. Iteur axle and engine as nnlt In ulL
rrMI'H I'liinirer type drlen from pulley shiifl. '
WATER LEVEL IMUrATOK-Rrj- nn
Water tilass.
ENt.'INK-T-

Once more good fortune holds out her generous
hands to those who are keen enough to recognize It.

(iEAIt-Stephe-

Will you be one of (hem I

Mill toq be one of the "lucky" hundreds who
will make fortunes In the Tractor Industry, or will
yon In yeurg to come look back as you now do to
the early auto days and coo jt this as another golden opportunity that you let slip by 1
Mow U the time for action
now when yon can
become a pailiier In what Is destined to bo one of
the largest of America's Tractor fuctorlts and when
you ran purclianc its stock at a price lower than It
will ever bo obtnlnuMo again.

i
;

Sturklioldrrs of the Hi) an IIurve'tcr Coiupuny
have the projection of nIow but sure development of
their company. They have the ndvnntae with the
company of production ut not only Farm Tni.-l'j- .s
but Automobiles, Trucks, mid the Jiltl'A.N Automatic
Hay JSaler. A coj:.p! to line will be devilopcil gradually.
These iinjireci denied rondl'.iocK, liinilhcr with
the proved ami now i'.niiiesllonalile practicability of
d
the minium furm tractor purilrulurly ilie
literally reincarnated
siean power type-h- as
(he aato:i;o;iie
Industry. The result Is that tills
branch of It Is .today where flic motor enrwus a fen
years ago st.ii ting ujioii nn era of prosperity such
us never before bus been known.
super-heate-

,

wn

Inch stroke.
Inum speed,

wise enough to grasp It.

.

TRACTOR

decade ugo the shares of most of the great motor car compuiiic of today were offered ut prices
that now seem ridiculous. Overland stork worth
Ha'1,000 today originally sold for $100.
The snme
amount nrlglimlly Invested In Hupp slock will now
bring 10,0(10, while those who were fortunute enough
to have the opportunity and wIhh enough lo grasp it,
have found that $100 Invested In Ford Motor slock
have grown Into the snug fortune of $2.(0,000.
A

'

The tractor Industry today offers even greater
opportunities than did the automobile, because it has
already been developed to a singe of far greater efficiency than that of the earlier models of pleasure
cars. Moreover, tlj? enormous demand for Jlio Iruc-.tIs born' of necessity, whereas the automobile, until very recently, was at best an expensive luxury.

('OM)ENSEK-Mod-

(i HA

THE ERYAN HARVESTER COMPANY OFFERS THE
MAINING PORTION OF COMMON STOCK AT

RE-

$15.00 PERSSSARE
This stock 13 now being soM fcr the purpose cf securing funds
to finance tie purchase of quantities of steel to facilitate increased and economical production of liiyan products.
Our new factory at Peru, Indiana, with 25,CC0 feet of floor
snace is of modern fire proof
and h equipped, with
the latest improved machinery ALL PAID FOR.
Already we have received orders for more machines than we
can make in the next twelve months, by operating at fullest capacity.
.This demand for our products, while largely due to remarkable conditions of the market and the urgent need for tractors everywhere, is more particularly accounted for by the known and
recognized equalities of the Bryan tractor itself, which has been
proved beyond question one of the sturdiest, strongest and most
v
powerful ever built.
KCN-ASSESSAD-

cor-itruciio-

n

C. JACKSON, Clovis
STOCK

ADVANCE

TO

W

PPF S1ARE APRIL '3.

Agent.

FILE YOUR APPLICATION KOV.

TERMS

'

IP DESIRED.

(

nson

(ellulnr.

lne

ThroiiKhoiit.
E1EO.M AXLE-C- ast
steel, nulo type, Hyatt Huller
Itearhitfs.
ItEAU AXI.E-llry- nn
Illrect Nrlvr, Hyatt Holler
Itenrlliifs.
IlltAKI'.H- - ( oiilrnetlnir Hand. Hajbesle.; I.lnlnir.
ST EE I! I.NO (.'EAK-Luv- lne
Special.
ItS-S-

pur

WHEELS-Spec-

Ilrjan

ial

EKO.Vr

WIIEEL-Khuiiet-

Hiai;oiial

Brace.

81 liiches; base

eler

DKIVE

base

WHEEL

IIAKE--

NN

12

H In.

Inches

Inches.

THEAH-Ktnnd- iird.

I

Sectional ('liimiiel.
fAI'ACITV IK til
s.
WATER TANK ( Al'At ITY-- 35
Callous.
ltA.ME-Itlv-

eted

KI EL TANK

INSTKniEVr

II(AHI-Steinn
(Jiiawe, water lerel
Indicator, lubrication oil sIkIi! feed.
BELT ri'LLEY-Dlani- eler
II Imlies; fuciH Inches,
2.WI0 feel wr minute.
WHEEL CLE ATM Anglo Iron, 2I Inch.
WEICHT-3,tpounds.
LENt;Til2 Inches.
HKHJIIT-- tll
Inches.
WIDTII-- 7S
Inches.
(;itOlM CLEARANCE-- IO Inches.
TUiMMM It A 1)1 IS 1 1 feet.
DRAW BAR
Adjustable to II positions.
SI'EEH VARIATIOX-l'nllnil- led.
MAXIMUM SPEE- D- m M. P. II.
Ml.MM I'M SI'EEH- -H
M. I. II.
WORK ON TANK Or" WATER-- 10
hours.
CAKING I'ROTECTION-F- ull,
no exposed parts.
SHAFTS All In high grade chrome nickel steel.
M)
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WE RESPECTFULLY SUGGEST
OUR SERVICES TO YOU IN THIS

OUR LINE OF FURNISHINGS IS
COMPLETE
FOR THE HOME,

CONNECTION.

(

FROM CELLAR TO ATTIC, ENABL-

4

ING YOU TO HARMONIZE

YOU WILL ENJOY AN INSPECTION OF OUR LINE.

THE

THE COMPLETED EFFECT OF A
HOME.

m

DON'T YOU THINK YOU HAVE WAITED LONG ENOUGH ABOUT GETTING THOSE PIECES OF FURNITURE YOU NEED TO BRIGHTEN
F Y9m HOME? NOTHING WILL BE GAINED BY WAITING LONGER. BUSINESS CONDITIONS ARE GOOD, OUR SELECTION OF DESIGNS AND PIECES IS AS COMPLETE AS YOU DESIRE, OUR PRICES ARE RIGHT. COME IN AT YOUR FIRST OPPORTUNITY AND SEE
WHAT WE CAN DO FOR YOU.

.,....

WE FORNISH THE HOME COMPLETE
206, 208 210, 212

SOUTH MAIN STREET
CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO

Ht

t H

SCHOOL NOTES

It has become necessary to inform
the teacher thut no decision can he
niado with reference to their reemployment until'aftur the May meetthe county conwiisnioners, the
commissioners having refused to consider the mutter as of sufficient importance to puts on it Inst Monday.
Ignorance of school conditions is
the only reason advanced for any
body opposing the standing our high
school has with the North Central
Association of Colleges. Ignorance
is the only reason why some men of
today oppose the increase in teachers
salaries. Ignorance is the only reason
why men will not affiliate themselves
with interest! opposed to progress.
The principals of our ward schools
devote all their time to the class
room. In other cities they hove time
off during the day to supervise the
ing of

I

206, 208 210, 212

Glovis Furniture & Undertaking Co.

SOUTH MAIN STREET

P M. BISHOP. Manner

CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO

1

work in their buildings. A supervitfor
of all grades will undoubtedly keep
the school system more as a unit than
for it to be broken into several units
of supervision.
The School Bjiml Journal, published in Milwaukee, is regarded by
school men as one of the best in the
United States of its kind, and is read
by thousands of school boards, and
school officers. It is a paper thut
should bo reud by school people, and
those of school interests generally.
The Republican National Committee at least considers the serious
shortage of teachers as a worth while
consideration
for their platform,
notwithstanding some of the lessor
lights. The Democratic Committee
will not be behind its rival in Otis
matter when the time comes to announce its principles and declarations.
The Clovis Board of Education of
fered to make no addition to their
teaching force next year as a com
promise if the matter of the budget
could be decided by the April term
of the commissioner!. The number

bald hended.
Of course it is none of our business
but in some States there is more need
of paint on the scho 1 houses thin on
the school girls.
It has just about gotten so in this
country thut it doesn't matter how
high priced a hat is, there's always a
head unlevel enough fov it.
Tillic Clinger says the reason she is
quitting her present boarding house
is because when she forgets to lock
up her perfume bottle she and the
cook tuke on the same tone.

of teachers needed to make the
schools efficient was ten, and to do
without these ten, a supervisor and a
kindergarten, will seriously handicap.
The May term will undoubtedly see a
few present in favor of better educational facilities, or they will be satis
fied to have a year of inferior work
done in the schools.

TIPS FROM TEXAS
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(Dallas News.)
Our position simply is that any man
'to buy gasoline for his
family is able to pay taxes for his
'
aniintrv.j
One of the strangest things In this
world is how harmless a doll is and
how much damage can be done by a
person named Dolly.
Our idea of hard luck is to laugh
and grow fat, tlien grouch and crow
who is able

I

Regular Meeting
CLOVIS COMMANDERY
Will be held at Masonic Hall
Second and Fourth Friday
nights of each month,
at 8:00 O'clock.
All Sir Knights residing in
this jurisdiction are invited.
R. J. Neal, Recorder.

Theatre, Wednesday and Thursday,

A NEW MARK TWAIN PARA-

MOUNT ARTCRAFT PICTURE

April 14th and 15th.

Through all the years they live.
As real, ns fresh, as appcalingly hu
man today as when Mark Twain his.
eyes
called them from
his heart and wrote them down for
ever in the world's greatest romance
of youth. Freckled-faceHuck Finn;
Tom Snwyei1, with his marvelous plans
"Pap" Finn and his jug of rum, those
seedy old rapscallions, the '"King"
and the "Duke" and Black Jim and
sweet faced Mary Jane. Now in this
photoplay they live before your very
eyes with all their charm, their escapades, their lovable, laughable
ways. A tale of the other days on
the Mississippi pulsing with a hund
red immortal adventures
mellowed
BAKER'S FOOT EASE
with much laughter softened by a
Will stop that bad odor. Take all
few tears. A picture as great as the the soreness out of your feet, and.
story and one that you'll enjoy just makes you feel csoL
as much. Presented at the Lyceum
For sale at the SHOE SHOP.
d
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CAR

Have Ford Mechanics Repair Your Car

i

a

1J

The mechanics in our shops who will adjust or repair your Ford car, or
Ford t ruck, are men who understand the Ford mechanism and who know the
Ford way of making repairs and replacements. They are experienced Ford
Mechanics and because of their familiarity with Ford 'cars can do your work
more intelligently and more quickly than can other skilled mechanics who lack
Ford experience.
shop with time
The work on your car will be done in a completely
needs
adjustment
ear
Whether
your
an
or a
equipment.
and
tools
saving Ford
you
to
serprompt
give
careful
and
prepared
we
are
thorough overhauling,
Ford-made
parts and replacements will be
vice. And nothing but the Clewline
be reasonable, standard Ford
will
charge
is
the
finished,
work
the
used. When
'
prices.
Our stock of Ford parts is always complete. And our Ford garage and
Ford mechanics arc at your service at any time. Wc arc Authorized Ford
Dealers and not only repair Fords but sell them. Drive in or 'phone us. Be
fair to your ear and your pocketbook.
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TIioMostFastidious Lpicuro
Will here find everything suited to hi.s taste.

THE MOST ECONOMICAL HOUSEWIFE

br

Will find
every want supplied at. the lowest
prices consistent with satisfactory quality.

Jones & 'Lmdley
Agents
OPERATING HIGHWAY GARAGE

And lith it all we guarantee you the best service
known to the grocery trade.
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Now or Never for Ground Floor Man to Man Profit Sharing
With Abner Davis

REASONS WHY PECOS IS MY LAST BIG BET
The 1000 to

1

She

Join with me to hold leases, deeded land, drill wells, operate refinery and control a new field, and reap millions for the members of Consolidated Syndicate
As usual, it matters not how good the sua)) may be, my friends mid backers are given the first oppot unity. The principle and foundation upon which
'
my success" has been builded will continue as a guiding principle for all time.
The properties J hat I am acquiring at a few dollars per acre for leases, a coirespojidingly low price for the deed to laud, or Ihe higher prices for proven
acreage near producing and drilling wells will be syndicated on an equitable, fair and square basis. You r money will go into Ibis syndicate deal and share all
the way through, giving you all the profit or enhancement in value possible through joining me on the ground floor at the start.
.

'
general in charge must be one who is poverty like myself, who believes what I have actually seen and from
i.on my word, that I would again my mind about at least two other
willing to mlvunce and stand his there is a quality of red blood in I'll investigation that this is the right ilick with them und win for them.
great oil it ratal being found in this
ground. If right, the public will de- American niunhood that' is not selfish place for big profits from leases se- -'
If you want to test a man, put him region, one I believe around 1,800
clare him a lucky dog. If wrong, he nough to want the whole earth.
linvd at the right time and r.t the Us the test of honor, if you want, to feet that will prove to be gusher promust go over the top and capture
light price and nl ju for big profit make him fight all the harder, que-- ' duction equal to anything in Texas,
nagination
And I leave it to youi
DOLLAR NO CHARM
levanother trench before the public
t
f OM Weill to be drilled ami conn:;- - tion his good faith, if you want to and another about the 2,
to answer the question or solve the fin da out he made a mistake. Action
Your dollar as mere money offers qucnly frjm the rifincrv buiincss make him unconquerable, uncork the el that will eqiinl the famous gushers
jproblem.
no charm, but your dollar to use with .if well as the other angles of the vials of calumny and titart wagging in l lie Tampico district, which tho
alone will win.
ivllirh tn build :inil In win fni vmi und eil game.
the vile tongues of his opponents. geologists I'l.iim is in every wuy simiThe fact that some ten thousand
QUICK ACTION NECESSARY
j
e
for me, does offer me a field of
Hy
in eai!y I am able to gel When
you do, there springs up lar geologically.
.nn. ( .11 w.ILi f Ilia tram
fortunes are to bo made bvideavor which I enjoy.
holdings well scattered and around him iliut source ol power sup-I h:ive the close-iproven locations
the most ilJiter-poorest
the opportunities when pre-- i
ihctvftire'phiv the game a; all ' he On' plied by nature to man. Coinage' f.ir niahv nil well. I hnvo tho nffu.t.
ate laborer, the alien of twenty na- grasping
rK't-rl'- j
Nfcw
in- to
sented;
wait
twelve
hours
and
play
a
wnieii
on
!y
comparawhen ted
it, yd
ui'd determination
acreage in large blocks on the very
ecriitors
tionalities, to the lawyer, the banker,
I have but one ambition
twelve minutes is often fatal
that is a tively sin. ill cas:h outlay.
that equally important fountain of
f tn... anticline.
I have largo
'the business man: men and women of deed
burning
oil
consuming,
desire
to
when
bis
reported.
have
it
strikes
are
hw
supporters
power,
confidence
from
m reage close to drilling wells,
every kind and character, the teacher,!
THE
ONLY
SAFE
WIN
WAY
TO
proven
mnn
mo
wno
iiothmg
IR
uu
a
to
01
exception
is
run)
on
must
there
earth
limt
meeting
ine
,
call
nd the millionaire
ke i,rchtr.
n
muttered l0 , to
AND VIN BIG IN OIL
litis letter is
chain (Own or prevent success
thousand, of whom are here at home! !s bo,ir'! of directors or even consult rule; he made good.
"M " , v,,r?
' '' V'""
thous-the
of
following
the
for
benefit
officers
will
understanding
associate
n's
written
usually
The
of
may
man
find
the
an
with
he
the
taken
as
the
in Texas and other thousands scatter.
"w 0,y local refinery site.
everywhere, have furnished me h? rcnl opportunity out of his reach nml new friends I nm drawing to me, summitry or "Whnts What from the power of trutlf und the knowledge,
by the time he is ready to act. I am the new regiment of loyal Abner
I have the refinery already under
of the experience!
oil of the ?ertaiiity of the workings of
from ten dollars to ten thousand
way and the oil contracted to put it
muu oi men mm women wno man, oil well driller, lease developer the law of averages and nature.
vach in real money upon my word, l'"Mng mm pare 01 me oil businessin operation..
npun new ileitis or gel '"' - iiiihk tu piuy vtiu xl("ie man tu refiner und all 'round pioneer in the
from my word, from my printed state- ting in
LAST OPPORTUNITY
when advance information of! Man. I promise you a square deal
oil business with years of costly, yet
I have the pipe for a pipe line and
ments without ever having met me
'
villuiihle experience that I believe
(eulogy has been a study for scien- gathering system. I have wells conpersonally, suggests that there must new strikes comes, where a little 1 cannot do more.
enables me to work with almost a tists for ages, (icologist have for tracted and machinery on the cars.
' be a real reason, The answer is up money will win big stakes, the thous- -'
SUCCESS SAFEGUARDED
and or ten thousand to one.
ccrU'niy of wonderfully profitable years depended upon their knowledge
I have immediate holdings in wildto you.
In the Consolidated Syndicate deal i'CSUlU.
indicating
where oil cat acreage
of formation
at low prices and all of
FEW DOLLARS TO WIN
1 have safeguarded
The entire business enterprises
Fortunes
our interests in
ore actually made in should be found. If scientific knowl- these things, together
with money
Conservatism and council are well :uch a manner that it matters not many instances over night. Hut my edge Is valuable or if this science of
which I represent and control today
to operate with, certainly gives me
were FOUNDED UPON MERIT, and wise for the great Oil Trusts that! whether ten thousand dollars or a experience is that fortune comes after
wr
to opportunity of a lifetime to make
"1KV. . i "
without capital, and worked out along have millions to go into the market hundred thousand is available,
a great deal of hard work and from
.
I ,,.- - ,l
i in mint,
t
....
hub ...iuiik
..li t want
... ,,.,,.,1
'
IU UU fltTV
vtiu nu till
i.
H"""'
i
buy proven property, but I am ' cess is assured and all will chare in months and even years of preparation bit
my own ideas.
",.1
to
I
mv
,,!7
so
friends,
do
representing that class of people who proportion to the amount they fur-ar- e by getting leases scattered where pot on
a
for "V""'"" wult m'ort.
Tho.
(r,Unjty his
The entire Abner Davis organiza.
willing to take a chance with ainihh."
In till
,rfil Perns pnlllltrv
ninny other people are drilling, there- V.
KnOCKOII
I was readv
lit my door.
CONtion has been BUILT UPON
by helping to develop vour nronertv. we find that bv accident an irrigation
lew dollars to draw down a small
to grasp it. I am able to extend my
FIDENCE that the thousands who fortune without having to wait a life
ALL A DOLLAR CAN DO
and while it is true the actual for-- i ditch cut across the plains around the opportunity
for fortune by the milliave backed ma had in my experi- time for results. Action Is the keyu 1 matte a definite contract to tune is usually made, or at least foot of some sand h.lis uncovered the lions to my friends
and I am doing it.
ence and ability to succeed.
note. Results count. Do it now is buy all of the things I have under brought into being overnight, or in top of an r.ntirlinc, showing plainly
If you want your hundred or your'
a good motto. Let us live now before option or contract and did not get a day, there were manv days or weeks the two aides of the structure with
The business will be OPERATED
the full amount, we would ail be Mietwrt:i tne time the money was
the dip on both sides, marked as thousand dollars to go into this wonUPON HONOR, and everyone given we die.
I do not take such chances' w.ited and the time the fortune
plainly as a stone wall. This left no derful chance to grow into a fabulous
a real run for their money. This WARNING NOW AND FOREVER
I do not have to take that'g.m flowing in oil.
doubt about the loci. tion of its apex sum join with me in this syndicate,
business ;s held by me as the sole
share with me olUhe way through.
good
days.
It
You
You
these
of
chances
I feel th.it 1 or top.
may
kind
understand
I
conclude
that
too
big
am
a
'trustee representing those who fur-- - gambler and too wild in my imagina- is pretty generally known now that have 'made a success and it was
what you cen afford to invest
This anticline was found at a point Tell me
done
Jiiih me money.
,
und 1 will do for you tho things I
tion to handle your money but I whatever I undertake I carry through, bv hard work not good luck
it was relatively similar to the Tampico oil
have
been
trying to do for al who
That the Consolidate Syndicate o- might as well remind you now if you It is equally well known thut the the result of years of hard work and field, so tho geologists and experts
ffers wonderful opportunity for the expect to get rich from oil through Abner Davis I'lan means giving every then capitalizing actual exnerience claim, it being at the foot of a great have depended on me in tho past.
safest, surest and biggest speculative the calm, quiet advice of your banker! investor all the value his dollurs will and bringing enough people to my tlopc or in u basin, where the great PLAY WITH OIL MEN LIKE OIL
investment in the oil world today, Is or lawyer, don" write your check acquire, and that is all any man's support to keep me going all these accumulation of oi! Is to bo found.
MEN PLAY
years. It is alnvist certain thnt every Now the country was found thnt
dollur can do.
my firm belief. The Pecos Valley Oil for me.
You buy und pay for the Syndicate
dollar my
'Country is destined to become the
raised and let me showed that the natural conditions
interest which shares in all the best
UNHAMPERED
ONE CINCH
use the first year of my oil career for an oil pool.
most famous of the fortune producsurest money makers and in addition
I make no definite nromisc in ad- - was wasted, largely from lack of exRcnrcsentinir n nnn ln...f,.l ...i,
ing ! fields on earth, is my predicThe anticline was uncovered ond
on top of all this, you become
tion. I believe its deep sand gushers have placed their money in my hands vance. I set no certain goal to be perience and knowledge of the game. thus the sure and certain earmarks and
Tho money these friends and the of an oil structure were brought into an absolute lease owner to do with as
will rival Tampico, and that the oil has sobered me completely to a full reached. I place no limits upon my
you please, and five or ten acres is
action because public furnished me tho second year view.
twill be of the high gravity shown by realization of the great responsibility hctivitit' and il'11
enough to make you all tho money
the medium shallow producers already that I am under. It has also awakened' limitations only hinder and hamper wan very largely lost through drilling
Then a well was drilled at the right you will
ever want.
operations that were not well man- place on the anticline to find oil, acme to the necessity of being always and make it hard to succeed.
.brought in.
$100 to $1,000 now will give you
aged.
on guard, ready to strike at the first
cording to geology.
ON THE GROUND FLOOR
MANY FAILURES
sign of approaching opportunity.
The well struck the oil sand in rich the greatest holdings ever offered,
I
The third year I began to feel the
If you are going Into the oil busi- handicap under which I was working,
puy, at only t.r0 feet, although the and you get the holdings big enough
If you will read the advertisements may lose on live or six single investyou must depend upon someone. trying to do big things
to put you in the oil business as oil
'that appeared a year ago, of a thous- ments, but the wheel of fortune will ness
with little well was started as a deep test.
and a concerns that have since gone turn with the law of averages and I When you join hands and dollars with money and consequently the overThe oil gushed forth and it was of men play it. Scattered interest partyou have but one to depend upon. head expense was eating up
out of business you will find a list will win fortune from Nature's rich me
gasuline content worth the ly invested in oil wells, refinery and
the
productive lines with leases acquired
of names from which any good bio- storehouse while the old conservative 1 have no loopholes und will never
market price.
at the low figure to grow into the big
grapher could compile a volume of Js looking for the cinch that is never try to shift responsibility. You can
I have but one excuse to offer for
So when all these things are tallied
my
game
word, play the
Who is Who.
found in the oil game except the one take me at
up and proven, certainly one need not fortune.
three years of poor results:
chinch that 50 cents or more out of with me as oil men play it on honor
look further for the place to get re- BONUS OF S ACRES WITH EACH
OIL CEMETERY
ground
floor.
every dollar you put into the avcraee and on the
LACK OF EXPERIENCE
sults.
'
$100
'Die sad feature is, however, that stock selling scheme goes into the!
I
have but one thing to thank now
EARLY EDUCATION
These arc some of the reasons why
This Consolidated Syndicate deal
these names of bankers, judges, doc- rromotcr s pocket.
later successes: The truth. Even I was enthused with I'ecos and the will give you 5 acres of oil, gas
I know the value of a dollar as for
and
tors and prominent citizens represent
If you want that kind of a cinch
though I did not
the experience reasons for lay determination to piny mineral rights for each hundred dolonly the tombstones in the oil come-- - there are a thousand stocks you can well as any man who ever lived. I in pil that wouldhave
me to get the field in a big way for sure gain lars you invest.
enable
poor
Virginia
upon
born
was
a
farm
This lease will be
buy from brokers and exchanges.
tery.
the best results, I had gone through in a big way.
made in your name, properly assigned
But, if you want every cent of everv at a time when $10 per month was me scnooi or experience
enough
far
highest
paid
NO REFERENCES
I
you
so
price
labor.
The
got
place
for
the
farm
can'
the same on record
in at the right
fact that
dollar of your money actually investm nnuw me vume
trutn and a time enables me to do the big things, and bundle it in the future just as
References I have none. I never use ed in the business to make profit in I received my only book learning in a square deal. I alwaysoi endeavored
to
you
I
log
make
1,000
would
logs
any
to
house
spirt
long
whece
school
the
other property. The
shot winning
the names of bankers or prominent which I can share with you, then you
were URed for benches, and that was tell the truth to those thousands of I have been working for and waiting only expense to you hereafter will be
men to give prestige to my enter- nave mai cnoice.
people who were backing me with years
per
days
benches
of
with
before
the
per
year for the life of
backs
accomplish.
acre
to
$1.00
very fact
prises ;
their savings and they stuck with mo. that paying oil wells The
ONLY ONE OF EACH
or country schools with desks.
are found at the lease, until oil is produced, then,
1 am alone responsible
for all of
such shallow depth in this great Pecos of bourse, there will be no further
There is only one
LONG TIME TO GAMBLE
Davis in
HE MADE GOOD
my business affairs. I stand solely the oil business (lookAbner
valley in Ihe heart of an empire of it- rental to pay.
up the direcThe
year
began
fourth
to show im self, the only oil field so
I have since sat In the councils of
upon .my own word and my record is tory) one Fort Worth on earth (look
far proven
The success of this mammoth Conprovement.
I
learned many things, in a
finance and have rubbed shoulders my
an open book. I never operated at the map of postal guide.)
of a thousand miles be- solidated Syndicate is assurtd.
It
friends learned that they could tweenstretch
men
I
millions.
with
the
have
under camouflaged company names
of
d
the
field and will go over and no doubt be largely
Address Abner Davis, Fort Worth.
upon me and they stuck with me.
the
vith a string of high sounding names your letter will be promptly delivered dined with the idle rich and danced rely
Pacific
coast,
proves
my
satisto
JiiBt as was the InI at last had enough .backers, true- faction that this is the most wonder- side Syndicate. If your money canto fool the public and boost my pro-- " to me and your money, every cent of with dames clad in silks, and then I diuo
DacKcrs from 'very state in the ful fortune-makinposition even when struggling for a it, win just as promptly begin to play have slept in the tent and eaten from
in
opportunity
not be used, it will bo promptly reand if I United States and from tbe islands of the history of oil since Pennsylvania turned. Wire me tho amount to put
foot hold in the oil business and I In on the ground floor of this wonder- tho bucket of the grub-stakhad the power to soy to Time, "Turn the seas and foreign continents as was opened up,
shall not begin now when my name ful Texas oil development.
you down for send tho money by
;and my fame eclipse all advertised
back the hand of the clock of life, let well.
There is not the slightest doubt in wire, draft or money order.
oil concerns in Texas.
25 PER CENT IS MY SHARE OF me have my life over again," I would
Truth is the foundation upoa which
say to the Fairy Queen, "Transport Ihe world itself Is built. The laws oi
PROFIT
tDANCER FROM PROMINENT MEN
I do not take halt of vour monev me back to the farm, let mo wadu in average-arthe basis upon which all
I make the statement that there has
RESERVATION
or any part of it for myself in sal- the babbling brook und smell the new business undertakings must depend
C. N.
tocen more crooked deals and more
I
hay."
mown
would
dance
with
ary, commission, or for promotion,
for success.
money extracted from the public but I do expect 25
s
cniiiinood
maidens
the
in
ABNER
DAVIS, Trustee,
piusning
of the profits
through bank references and long I make for vou
gingham and home-mad- e
Working honestly and diligently
shoes, ready
Consolidated Syndicate,
lists of prominent men acting as dum
with never a thought of quitting until
my directors with consequent greater
happy in at least one friendship, that results hus crowned my efforts, know
RESULTS TO SHOW
812 Throckmorton St., Fori Worth, Texas.
loss to the investor than through any
I have raised more monev. snent a of a faithful dog, rather than suffer ing that I was firmly established upon
.other devices known to the stock larger percentage of
that money for thvdisappointment in men that I have the one solid foundation of truth,!
piling grafter of the country.
I nm enebsing $.
. Count on me for$
actual oil development and refinery met on earth, and these are things and having learned the business
proving the unfailing laws of
that make me want to work and har
building, and have more solid value
STRONG CHALLENGE
property than any vest nature's bountiful gifts that I average as absolutely dependable the
I challenge every man and every incomein producing
path easier for only tning 1 had to do was to keep
and will send $
more within 30 days. I am to share on
oil field to show may help make the
Texas
man
the
promotion company to make a statesome who, like myself, believe in myself nerved up to the point where'
a
it.
with
basis
a
all
full
others and you are to lock after my
ior
ment as strong as the following: Of
truth and that honor yet lives, even J could keep on going. This was ac- -'
,
interests until otherwise instructed.
Xbe ten thousand people who have
If you think this a wild statement though it is most often found under complishcd by the thousands of
entrusted their money to me. not one and think I am joking or puffing, the shirt of the poor. So, if I can knockers who were all the time pre-- ,
.
.
!!,.
.....i .u..i
!has done so through bank or other come to Fort Worth and if I can't die with the right to have carved upon ufvbiuK ftu,iuiv iui iiiu aim
umt it.,
iiie
I also want
acres as a bonus which you will make out
' references, or because of names of prove every word of my claim I will a simple slab of stone the words, "He nert week would be my last.
prominent men.
In tho name I am enctasing.
pay your fare both ways from any made good." I shall feel that I have
This was the force in nnturc which
left to my children the proudest her
kept my mental and physidnl dynamos
A RECORD WITHOUT PARALLEL point in the United States or Canada. itage possible to bestow.
I make this unqualified statement
going at full speed for these four
RED BLOOD
Name .
ABNER DAVIS.
.
"that there has never been one single
years and even when my brain fagged
produc
I
drilled
are
wells
The
oil
Jollar of slock or other security is ing.
eighteen
to
twenty
and
hours
daily
The refineries I built are operssued by me to any banker, newspaper, ating.
Getting in at the right time is al toil was telling upon me physically,
Address The securities I sell are earnprominent citizen or any one else on ing interest and I am the sole custo- most as important as getting at th I could always look back and see the
earth except for cash on the exact and dian of all this property as Trustee right place. I got into the I'ccos oil thousands of poor devils like myself
tme basis that every other investor for the 10,000 people who have back- country very early in the game after who had tried to bettor their condibutc
aid in his monev. When you do dus
ed me on my word. So, if you think it looked almost sure a well would be tion with their hard earned dollars
iness with me you do so on a basis of I am a wild Texas bronco, and if you brought in. I feel confident from through their confidence in me and
man to man you take your chances
will investigate, you may yet bo proud
-- with me.
I take the full responsibii
to be associated with one that has aluty.
ways gone over the top and is still
building solidly but not shriveled in
LUCKY DOG
Action and Judgment are the sole mind, body or soul. I am still a free
rpoiiisltpi for success In the oil game. man. I love the wild open world. I
812 Throckmortor. Street, Fort Worth, Teva '
"Jhe oil business is one of action. The love my fellow man who was born in
1 recognize that NATURE ha en.
flowed me with certain qualities and,
therefore, there are certain obligations resting upon me to fulfill.
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ENCYCLOPEDIA SAVES
SENATOR THOUSANDS
FROM FAKE PROMOTER

THE MARK ON OJJAUTY LUMBER.
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Add a Home Convenience Kdw and i tien
one
Nowadays a luunc isn't t'oinploto witliuut n sU'cpinj jkiH-I- i
that may he converted into u
in winter. A screened
porch was once a luxury. It is now u necessity an inexpensive
necessity and its benefits accrue to the entire family in the form
of better health and solid comfort.
We can provide all the materials for such an addition to your
home the best of materials and you will be surprised how ecoA l:ttle
nomically you can m:ike this valuable .improvement.
money spent every year or so for home conveniences not only adds
handsomely to the value of your property but better still, it adds
to your sum of happiness. We have n lot of sleeping porch ideas
that will interest you.
sun-roo-

I

ONG-REL-

Washington, April 3.
Senator
Henry Asliurst of Arizona is not a
collector of old books, but a siglo volume lies on his dusk and its value
day by day. After some close
calculations Saturday afternoon the
senator reckoned the book to be
worth a trifle more than $8,000.
Tha boo!; is entitled "Encyclopedia
of (irrat Men." When tho senator
firs' arrived in Washington an cnter-geti- c
solicitor convinced him that it
was his duly to part with a photo
graph and $125. Tho photograph
alone with a short biography, was to
,
A,mu encyclopedia, anaJ mo.ujjii.ir in 11..
to
pay
$123
for the twelve volumes
that would comprise tho set. The
senator "fell" for it, and after a
long lapse ho received one volume,
tho only one he ever got.
He found his picture, and several;
others. On the page preceding his
t
photograph was the likeness of a
widely known Bowery bartender, on
the page succeeding it was the sly
visuge of a "wildcat" oil promoter,
And herein lies the moral: When- -'
e"er anyone approaches the Arizona
senator with a '
scheme or strives to borrow money,
he is rewarded with a poite "no."
As soon us the senator announces
his refusal and dismissed his culler he
summons his stenographer. The latter
is informed of the sum of money the
i senator has saved by his ability to
reply in the negative and is handed
tho encyclopedia of great men. There
upon is entered in the fly sheets of
that historic volume the sum of money saved.

"It Costs No More

To Built

It Right."
W. B. CRAMER, Mgr.

Telephone No. 15

DRILLING OUTFIT ARRIVES
FOR DEEP TEST WELL
ON SPAULDING DOME

Eit.t.

of any kind,

SEE

W. have from tha smallest and
home to tha

bet and

US.

cheap-ei- t

highest

priced house inthe city, together
all

kind

ith

of. terms.. .Farms

Ranches of every

kind

and

and every'

where, ranging in, price from $1.25
per acre to $100.00 per acre.

New Mexico Land, Oil &

Cattle Co.
HOW TO WRITE ADVERTISING
The day of the jazz advertising bus
gone by, though many highly paid ad
writers don't seem to know it. Much
of the national advertising in magazines still seeks to win attention by
smurt funny business', that has little
relation to the merit of the goods.
That kind of advertising does not persuade the public.
What people want is to get information ubnut things they want to
buy. Hvy went to learn the facts,
not be u:nusi J Uy smart stories and

pictures having nothing to do with
goods.
An advertisement should be like
market reports. It should add something to popular intelligence about
the goods.
The ad that gives information
about goods, that helps a buyer decide where he can get the best value,
is well written.
An ad that does not
give such information is not well written, no nutter how smart and witty-i- t
may seem.
Phone 97 for job work of all

iSb?

Ft. Sumner, April 3. Tho
outfit for the first deep test well
on the Spaulding Dome Oil company's
properties arrived here and work is
now in progress freighting this big
outfit to the site of the well.
This equipment is pronounced by
competent oil field men to be the
best heavy duty outfit ever shipped
Into the southwest, and being fully
capable of going to any depth required in making the test. It was
built on specifications of C. Miller,
superintendent of production for the
Spaulding Dome Oil company, who
has seen to it that nothing is lacking
to get results in their first test hole.

kind.

Somelti ing

GcneVrong
Next time

some-thin- g

goes wrong
with your Aut- oTractor

Truck

Stationary

Engine or
Motorcycle

changing this thing and that
blaming; everyone from the manufacturer to the garage man.

don't fume and fuss around

BRING YOUR TROUBLE TO US

CARD OF THANKS

I wish to thank those who were so
kind during the recent illness of my
NO PEACE YET
husband who died on the 24th of
For Snle Lot No. 9, Block 41,
lot , block 62,
For Sale-C- ornr
less
March. I especially wish to thank the
Clovis, New Mcx'co. Price $400 cush. Unbelt Addition. $400.00 cash,
paescd
Nearly
year
have
two
since
Hyland,
members of the Car Men's Union.
Thos.
Mrs.
owner.
cost
Box
than
Texas,
C. H. McDonald, Caddo,
MRS. H. B. WHITNEY.
care State Bank, Collinsvillo, Okla fitting ceased in the Great War and
1C7.
In fact,
still we do not have
homa.
tho recent developments in Europe in
For Sale Four teams of young
dicate that wo may soon Bee hostilities mules, 3 years old ; two teams young
break cut on a largo scale and involve marcs, 4 and 5 year old. Apply to
some of tho great powers. It begins J. W., Lewis, 4 4 miles north of
to look like tho fruits of victory are Clovis. Star Route.
to be dissipated. The only thing that
promised relief from the conditions
If its news The News wants it
which resulted In the war was the Phone us. No. 97.
League of Nations. We do not say it
n
I have purchased the old
would have prevented a return of the
barn on Hagorman aveold conditions, but it was an effort
nue, juat back of the Clovia
to enthrone justice and fair play, and
Laundry, and have openSteam
r v
as such it was worth a fair and imed a wagon yard there.
partial trial. The Republican SenWill Buy and Sell Horses
0
ate ia chiefly to blame for the failure
"
Jtwt ,H Of timn It In n aNn
and Mules
of the League and the Borahs and
lomkm
l HV KNIT In n ihwidili'lj
u liuunilf
which not unit trlm
Lodges may some day bow their heads
Feed and Grain Sold
ot ill pila and InlliiomiilKii
Kirlu
in shame at the awful responsibility
tb bunion niri-nimA good place for farmer to
rt
d
("!
CoroiDon't infTrr in micr
they assumed for partisan purposes.
nUHrr. ind
top with nice clean, shedi to
but ol KAIKVfimr
Cr
lo
M
fin tr tint ibMiiulflf Mllltl rri'iin
The conclusion that politics domina
put wagons under.
mi ni,i ninih j
h trli and
anally cuiurH tutt uiauin f
ted them is inescapable:
Their actions and utterances are too recent
Co.
Southwestern Drug
In the memory of the American peo
pie to be denied, and their motives
Clovis,N.M.
wero too thinly disguised.
They will doubtless accomplish
tlv.'ir purpose of embarrassing Presi
dent Wilson but we fear they have
accomplished another result which 1s
lc?3 crrdiUtlilc to them. America can
x not maintain a position of isolation
from Europe. If the years of sacri
fice and bloodai-etaught nothing
it impressed us. with the fact
tliut the world is after, alt not very
town,
largo and that wo ore tho neighbors
of all people. War in Europe threat-enthe peace and prosperity ot Amerdressers
ica, and we can't escape our responsi
bility.
Patriotic Americans should
see
not want to. Amarillo Daily Tri
Sagamore.
bune.
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Wagon Yard

Probably It Is inside where you cant see it when you stand
can't hear it but the minute, you start you can feci it.

CtOI

you

Perhaps Your Compression Is Bad1

Poor compression in an engine is caused by scored or worn cylinders. It
cause, more trouble more annoyance
more profanity and a greater
oil and money than any other one thing.
loss of time gasoline

Wo Have Equipped Ourselves to Render Service
Machine No. S, is the latest improvement
engine cylinders
satisfactorily , and economically
for scientifically
and when we fit tbcm with Marca OversUe Pistons it makes your engine
good as new.
Come in and see us let us tell you Just what ia the trouble and what H
will cost to fix it.

Oar Marvel Cylinder

Kentucky Iron Works
Clovis, N. M.

Burton & Boydstun, Prop.

Ray-bur-
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I

W. I. Luikart

'''J''. "!

8C

Co.

CLOVIS

Model
Note This New Double-Breaste- d
For Midsummer Wear In

Tom Ross. Prop.

I

ORSCHBAUM CLOTHES

FOR 12 YEARS

t

THE SAGAMORE

RELIABLE

in country
In
anywhere that good

RESPECTFUL

gather, you will
nothing smarter than
Tailored
the
in new featherweight
weaves suited t.o the
effect.

REASONABLE

FREE USE OF CHAPEL

,,,,

PRIVATE AMBULANCE

Majic City Fur. & Undertaking Co.
JOHNSON BROS.

Day Phone 211

4W,

j

I

.Right Phona 535

KNEW ENOUGH
"And so you learned French thorohghly while Over There, son?" said
the proud father of the returned

"Sure I I got so I could say Hello
and Good-nigand order ham and
eggs, and I could ask a fellow to lend
me money and tell
girl I loved her
botter'n anything and that's all a fel
low needs to know of any language."
Phone us.

No. 97.

Phon. 17 for your Job Printing.
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SOLDIER PRESIDENTS
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HA! HA!

Papa Woodpecker:
Who mads
those holes In my favorite tree?
I.lttlo GeorKo: 1 cannnt toll a lit,
J did It with uiy little bill!
IN l.ITPK
AGAIN.
I thought you
get
ooukln't

'

credit
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more?
I couldn't for

a
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while.
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Cbarmin (Jewelry

1

ennio In I nim-

ble around .md
tho sclcntlflc
salesmen soil
me Home
large

lt

APRIL

bills.

11 is llio Diamond Month and when you get one you
want in know lliat it is ilic 3ost. Wc have tho
"World's Jcst lliosc l.cantir'ul

PATRIOTIC?

.V on, many a

Blue Jaeger Stones

Her.

i"J

Tlicy aiv not only lie World's Most P.oimlil'nl .Brilliants lnit arc an investment that you will always he
ilad you niadc all prices.

rJ'l1
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F

1

Preparing
1

is beyond fUcslion Ihc most bewitching' wo Iiavc ever
shown, Drop in; let us furnish you the piece of jewelry you will want wear wilh your Spring clothes.
Just a few dollars will turn the trick here.
1

1

n

c

And

thy speech
when lie
Would father
listen to the
baud.

IT WAS.
They liavo
family tree, I
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nip-pos-
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Yes. and
riauicli'ers
pippin

Denhof Jewelry Co.

are

JEWELERS AND 0PT0METERISTS
A. T. & S. F. WATCH INSPECTORS

EXPLAIXKfli

i

Maude elngi
entirely hy car.
1 thought
she
couldn't
make
mich frightful
noises with her
mouth.
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Ask Me
About the
Nifty
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designing.
Every shirt the ultimate in value

Kendall Dry Goods Co.
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ANNOUNCING

The New Hotel

Clabaug.
FORMERLY GILLESPIE HOTEL
,

Rooms by day or week

An accomodating European Planreasonable rates.
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What did he
say?
Ho told me to
get in an' pull de

-

uimsmo Due 1

pattern ii a "strike." Look at
these ingenious, original effects
in stripes, figures, checks and
colors; these exclusive creations
of the maker's own mill; these
remarkable examples of shirt

d.

I

t
ii-

shirt is the
THE big testandof aevery
Eagle

One of the best homes in Clovis
SKOOO. Terms. Baker Bros. & Shep-rUc
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gnmhlo?
He cun't iifford
It It keeps him
hrolfe paylnn my
bridge debts.
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The soldier presidents of our country may be divided into two clusseg,
the first embracing those who were
tlccted wholly or at le,ast largely because of their military service. It
biRins wjth Washington, "first in
wur, first in pence, and first in the
hearts of his fellow citizens."
Following him came General Jackson,
whose brilliant 4victory ut New
made him a hcra of ihu duv. nml
enabled him to defeat John Quincy
Adums for a second term. William
Henry Hurrison had won renown by
several victories over the Imliuns,
ending with his defout of Tecumsch.
"Lor cabin and hnrd cider" totiti
to his popularity.
He died a
month after his i.iirurntion.
General Taylor wns fresh from the
.Mexican war, and his luurcls (rained
there enabled hira to win the presidency over o able and popular a man
as Lewis Cass. He died sixteen
months after his Inauguration.
General Grant was tho mtJt conspicuous soldier who was elected
tolely because of his mjlilary record.
He had never taken part in politics,
nur held a civil office.
The second class of sold iee urns!.
dep.ls includes those who had seen'
service in war, but whosf; record contributed little or nothing to their
election.
Monroe took part in- the
Revolutionary wnr, holding the rank
of major, and wns wounded ut the
battle of Trenton. He wns not elected president until thirty-thre- e
year
."ftcr the close of the war. Pierce
was a brigadier general in the Mexican w;;r, and. was injured by tho falling of u horse, His service did not
contribute much toward liis election.
Hayes had a fine record in the Civil
war, rising to the runk of brevet mo-jgeneral. Dut he served two terms
in Congress, and wns three times elec
ted governor of Ohio, and his civil
record gave him his chief strength.
Garfield, Benj. Harrison and McKin-le- y
all served in the Civil war, but
owed their election to their political
record. Roosevelt's part in the Spanish war contributed indirectly to his
nomination and election.
The soldiers who vfere candidates,
but failed of election, wore General
Scott in 1852, General McClellan in
IK4, and General Hancock in 18H0.
The totul number is fourteen, includ-;nthe three clusses.

lover.

HKU'KUI,

AD- -

VICE.

uiinesi
quiet with me.
B

I

Come to the

Where are you
Bowt
Oh. I'm still at
the lame o d
stand.
Well, 1 wouldn't
be ao itlll. Make
a noise like an
advertiser.
1

Chess Crain

THE KXCEP
' TIONS.

All
loves

the world

a

lover.

,

.Except the boss
who Is expected
to raise his salary
on the wedding

3

Saturday, April 10th

duy.

SEED MAIZE
Mr. Farmer, Do You Want
To Increase Your
Maize Yield

at
A

MiLE OF
FENSE.

DE-

The

frontl
thsy're

Write for free sample and planting instructions
w in

F. C. McNabb

Phoenix, Ariz.

Whjr,

all up and
awfully high up.

today.

Successors to Fincher'i Grocery

Highland

Sergeant- Dress
up In front!
Mrs. Onlooker;
up In
"Dress

times.

Box 786

Grocery
ON DRESS PARADE.

Let us .send you a sample of our Avondale Maize
and tell you all about it. Avondale Maize is all the
rage in Arizona, and it produces too. Been head selected six years first prize Arizona State Fair six

Arizona Seed and Floral Co.

Johnson $r Sullivan's

I'm opposed,ito
forts and fortifications.
Do you want a
possible foe to be
able to get it us
easily.
Well, we might
widen the AtUn-tl- o
ocean.

Bring Your Appetite Along

ti & ijrr.'a

Brown iieem to
be the big man of
the town.
Does he come
of good stock?
No;
hut he
owns a whole pile
of It

flif l

"

Jlr

.HI

The Ladies Are Especially Invited

nil

Baker Bros: Agency for farm loam.

"'mf

yuui-j- jii

Tho Auction Bridge Club meets
today with Mrs. Dalton Reid.

It'

ki' j

V

Y--

;

ft

Mr. M. M. Craifi of Texico was a
Clovis' visitor Monday. .

'

-

V...Y--

.

A

v

REMEMBER

AKER BROS.

Farm loans promptly closed. Bak

er Bros. Agency.

,

ltc

Mrs. E. M. Chapman left this week
for a visit at Amarillo and Ft. Worth.

v.

For

Dr. J. W. Board was an Anuirillo
visitor Monday.

The new at its best
in shoes wholly
comfortable

A. W. Johnson hus recently
chased a now Hudson Super-si-

iUf

Mrs. J. W. Nel on, who haj been
quite sick, is much improved.

77

0

Regrets won't; build that housa.
Better insure it against fire with Bak
er Bros. Agency and be safe.
ltc

In tlioir fusliioninjr the now models
of the lied Cross Shoe arc
No rxtruvagnnt oddity, no
fashion whim is in the whole
display. Hut those modi's which
interpret the new in dUtinctive
twinncr, whose vogue U assured,
arc here in splendid array.

Mrs. Clifford

Reeves left Monday
M., to make that

for Hugcrman, N.
place her home.

It won't cost much to have your
buzz wagon insured against fire and
theft with Baker Bros. Agency,
ltc

Each lias the famous "bends with
your foot" soli' there's assurance of perfect comfort in that!
And they're so carefully made
that the day is far, far distant
when you'll lay aside the model
of your choice.

It is poor policy to spend several months on a
wheat crop and then run the risk of having it hailed
out. Hail Insurance is not expensive and it is better

One cracking good Cadallicing Ford
truck for sale at the right price. See
Kemp Lumber Co.

to be safe than sorry.

get all you borrow when you
we make your farm loans. Baker
Bros. Agency.
ltc
You

We suggest that you come in
soon while our showing is still
complete.

The prices liring you the utmost
Value
they range from

Mr. and Mrs. E.

m

J. Hecney of

cost no more to get a

Ask Your Neighbor About Our Prompt
Payment of Policies in the Past

Sev

erance, Kansas, stopped here this
week for a visit at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. F. S. Burns. Mr. Hecney is
a brother to Mrs. MBry Lyons, mother
of Mrs. Burns.
The board of County Commissioners was in session for two days this
week. The principal business trans
acted was the allowing of the regular
quarterly installment of accounts.

B aker Bros. Ag

Chas Hudson, former editor of the
News, but who it now
employed in a Dallas printing office,
was In Clovis one day this wok,
to Santa Fe, where he will be
a witness in Federal Court.

Texico-Farwc-

It will

policy for the remainder of the season than it will to
wait until a month from now to have it written.

W. C. Tharp of Havener has sold
his mercantile business there to the
Plains Buying & Selling Association,
the purchasers of the business to lake
charge on the 10th cf May.

A. Wiedmann
Shoe Repairing a Specialty

pur- -

x.

Clovis, N. M.

ll

te

The News gives all the news and is only $1.50 per year.

songs.

There's no period of life
in which the changes are so
rapid, the stages so interesting or the memory so well
worth keeping as the period
of childhood.
Keep the record in photographs. Uegin with a portrait today.

Mrs. C. A. Schcurich left
for a ten days visit at
and El Paso.

Mr. and Mrs.,W. H. Duckworth are

Just received whole box car of

in Silver City this week, where Mr.
Duckworth is attending a meeting of

Croft Music Co.

Mrs. Curd and Miss Sledd of Albuthe State Board of Pharmacy.
querque ire the guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Roy McMillen for a few days.
Misses Maurine, Thelma and Mary
W. B. Cramer made a business trip Lillian Reagan returned the first of
the week to Fort Worth after spendto Amarillo Wednesday.
ing several days visiting home folks.
At Last. All the big song hits that
were sung ut the Elks Minstrel. Croft
The News last week stated that the
Music Co.
mother of Mrs. G. P. Kuykcndall had
died at Senath, Mo. The paper was
Dr. J. R. Carver is attending the
in error in this statement as it .was
meeting of the Pecos Valley Tresby
Mrs. Kuykendnll's father, J. S. Rog.
tery at Fort Sumner this week.
crs, who died and not her mother.
When you think of fire insurance
think of Baker Bros. Agency. That's
r-a good habit to form.
ltc

County Commissioner G. W. Ryla
was in town the first of the week attending the meeting of the board of
county commissioners.
Ask anyone of tho great number of
farmers who have insured their wheat
cgnlnst hail with us and see if they
are not entirely satisfied. It will pay
you to see ua before you have that
Baker Brcs.
wheat crop insured.
f
Agency.

H.

:

Mrs. H. B. Whitney returned Inst
weelf from Limn, Ills., where shs went
with the remains of her husband who
of March and
died here on the
who was buried at Lima.
Mrs.

McMurry and little
in Monday from
Denver, Colo., for a visit with her
sister, Mrs. W. F. Dillon.
Sam

,

daughter came

Don't ask your friends to go on
your bond. Let us fix it up for you.
Baker Bros. Agency.
ltc

mm

We have loaned more than half a
million dollars on Curry and Quay
county farms and we are still going
strong. Baker Bros. Agency.
ltc
R. N. Downie of Melrose was here
Wednesday attending the big Hereford sale.

THE ROBINSON ART SHOP
"The Photoyhiphcr in Your Town,''

-

'

. '

East Monroe Ave.

Sittings By Appointment Day or Night

For Sale

Columbia Grafonola and
26 records. Has been used about six
months. Records are of good selection. $75 cash takes the outfit. See
the operator at the News office.
,

-

;

!

'

1

'::--

Four room house, some outbuildings. $1000. Terms. Baker Bros. &
Shepnrd.
ltc
What would you do if your house
or goods should burnt You protect
yourself by getting one of our fire
insurance policies. It will cost just
a few dolui's. Baker Bros. Agency.

Phone 145

''..,

'

Mr. and Mrs. T. M. Davenport

1

The Villys Light Adverlio
ment in tha Saturday Evening Pest
This Week
We will have in your city in a few days a
representative who will consider applications for
desirable open territory. His arrival will be announced in this paper.
Willys Light is a perfected electiic
light and power plant for farms and
villages, etc. The demand is
almost limitless.

re-

turned tho ktU--r purt of last
from a trip tr Havana, Cuba.

week
Mr.

Davenport says thoy had a fin

time

but that he did not sen many opportunities there in a business way that
would induce a man to make that his
home.

M

i:.4YS-CLA2-

K

SIS R. Mlmuurl

RANCH LICilT & PO'JES
St.

C9.

Kl PttSO, TcxM.
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(30) Ent in Curry County, New
Mexico, and the North half of lots
two and three in block nine, and lot
four (4) in block nine (?) oil in
Womble Hip. Sub. to tho town of
Texas, and which said
Hereford,
property plaintiff alleges is community property, and for the further
object of securing alimony and attorney's fees for tho plaintiff and

Time to Get
Hail nsurance

You

are further notified that

tin-le-

you
otherwise
court on
April, A.
rendered

appear, answer, demur or
plead in said cnuso' and
or before the 29th day tf
D. 1920, Judgment will be
nfjainst you In favor of said
'
plaintiff by defaujt, and plaintiff
will apply to the court for the relief
prayed for in her saidt:omplaint.
Witness my hand and seal this 13th
day of March, 1920.
'
(Seal)
W. C. ZERWER,
County Clerk and
Clerk
of the District Court.
;
j

AT THE HOME OF
The Hartford Fire Insurance Co.

NOTICE OF SUIT
In the District Court of
ty, New Mexico.

Plenty of money to loan on farms

Curry

Coun

Gussic Davis, Plaintiff.

Homes on easy terms.

vs.
No. 1583
Thomas E. Davis, Defendant.
To the defendant, Thomas E. Davis,
in the above suit:
You will take notice that a suit
.
.
n
mis oecn ineu againsi you and is
now pending in the District Court of
Curry County, New Mexico, in which
Gussic Davis is pluintiff and Thomas
E. Duvis is defendant and numbered
1583 on the docket of said court.
You are further notified thut the
general objects of said suit are a?
follows: to procure a decree of divorce dissolving the marriage relations existing between the plaintiff
and defendant.
You arc further notified that if you
fail to appear or plead in this cause
on or before the 10th day of Muy,
1920, judgment
will
be rendered
against you in said cause by default
and the plaintiff will apply to the
court for the relief sought for in
the complaint herein.
W. A. Havener is attorney for the
plaintiff and his post office and business address is Clovis, New Mexico.
In witness whereof I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal
of said court this 12th day of March,
1920.
(Seal)
W. C. ZERWER,
County Clerk.

NOTICE FOR BIDS FOR
ERECTING SCHOOL BUILDING
Whereas, the electors of Hollcne
School District No. f8, Curry County,
day of
New Mexico, on the
March, 1920, duly voted bond in the
amount of $10,600.00 for the purpose of erecting and equipping a
school house in said District, and the
plans and specifications for said
building are now completed and may
be obtained by anyone desiring to
bid thereon from Jas. M. Bickley at
his office in Clovis, New Mexico.
Now therefore notice is hereby
given that seuled bids will be received
by the Iioard of Education of Curry
County, New Mexico, at the office of
Jas. M. Bickley, County School Superintendent, for the building of said
school building as per plans and specifications, and same will be opened at
said office on the 20th day of April,
1920, at the hour of 2 P. M. and said
contract shall bo let to the lowest
responsible bidder, but with the right
to reject all bids.
Witness our hands this 24th day of
March, 1920.
JAS. M. BICKLEY,
County Superintendent.
Attest.
Una M. Steed, Secretary.
tc

Business Is Good!

i

A full line of Moline Listers and
Cultivators.

Mo-lin- e

These are the old

re-

liable Moline line. The prices are right
on these implements,

All grades of Mobiloil at prices

that will save you money.

.

The Scheurich Agency
NOTICE OF SUIT
In the District Court of Curry County, New Mexico.
Jessie Grossett, Plaintiff.
vs.

No. 1584

Richard R. Gressctt, Defendant.
To the defendant Richard R. Grcssett.
You are hereby notified that a suit
has been filed and is now pending in
the District Court of Curry County,
New Mexico, the same being number
1684 on the Civil Docket of said
Court, in which Jessie Gressett is
plaintiff and you the said Richard R.
Gressett, are defendant; that Tatton

and Hutch, whoso post office and
business address is Clovis, Nrw Mexico, arc attorneys for the plaintiff.
That the general objects of said
suit are to dissolve the bonds of matrimony existing between you and the
said plaintiff and to awird the said
plaintiff a full, complete and unconditional divorce from you the said defendant; for the further object to
have the pla'ntiff awarded the custody and control of your two minor
children, for settlement of property
rights involving the Southwest Quarter of Section Five (6) In Township
Six (0) North of Range Thirty-six

NOTICE
t

In the Probate Court of Curry Coun-- j
ty, New Mexico,
In tho mutter of the Estate of Rosa!
N. Ellison, deceased.
No. 285.

PLAINS BUYING AND
SELLING ASSOCIATION

Notice is hereby given that S. A.
Jones was appointed Administrator of
ihe estate of Rosa N. Ellison, deceasF. B. PAYNE, Manager
ed, on the 2(!th duy of March, 1920,
by the probate court of Curry County,
New Mexico, and that he hus duly
qualified and ull persons having
Reo Speenwugons, the famous fast In tho Probate Court of Curry Counclaims ngninBt the estate of the said
truck
ehusis. $1445, Clovis, N. M.,
ty, State of New Mexico.
decedent arc required to present the
Jackinan-Barke- r
Motor Co.
In the matter of tho estate of Jeff
same within thc,timo required by law.
P. Moore, deceased.
Hated this 2(ith duy of March,
Notice, of Appointment of AdminiS. A. JONES,
1920.
stratrix and notice to Creditors.
We offer On,. Ilumlreil Ddtnm newnri)
Administrator.
for liny cone of Culiirrh thut niniiot b
Notice is hereby given, that letters
cured by Hall' Cntnrrli Medicine.
of administration on tho estato of
Hall's Cnlnrrh Mullelne hu bwn taken
ANNOUNCEMENT
by ratnrrh sufferers for th- pint thirty-fivJeff I). Moore, deceased, were grantyrnrn. unci ling beeomo known im the
ed to tho undersigned by the Probato
most
remiily
Onlurrh
relluhle
for
Hull's
I hereby announce that I urn not
Catarrh MedMne art thru the Illooil on Court of the County of Curry, State
taking any active part in the city the Mucous, miifurcj.
expelling the
of New Mexico, on this 19th day of
from ihe Dhoti and heullng the
election, as I have barely enough time
portion.
March, A. I). 1020.
to take care of my own business.
you
have taken Hall's Tatarrh
Afler
All persons having claims against
you
Merilelne
will
see
a
short
ti
for
tlm
A. ROMERO.
12tp
Improvement
nenernl
In your
Krent
uid estate arc required to present
health, m.irt taking HnM'i Catarrh Medicine nt once nml -t rid of catarrh. Hend and file .same with the undersigned
or testltminlnls. free.
at the office of R. E. Rowells, in
r. J CIIKSKV
CO.. Toledo. Ohio.
Clovis, New Mexico,
6uld by all liniRKim. TSc.
for allowance
within twelve (12) months after tho
date hereof with necessary vouchers,
or they will be forever precluded
from any benefit of said estate; or,
o
said claims may be filed with the
o
o
4
Clerk of sai.l Court.
i
aCO
w
Dated this the l!)th day of March,
a

How's This?
-

e

Pnl-so- n

tf

R-

Tires for the Smaller Cars-Bu- ilt
With Goodyear Methods
In using its immense resources and inventive
skill to build the highest relative value possible into tires, this company has never made
its work more effective than in Goodyear
Tires for the smaller cars.
These have the full advantages of Goodyear
competence and care, plus the modern facilities of the factory we are devoting to the
world's largest production of 30x3-- , 30x3V2-- ,

9

i

A, D. 1020.

MRS. C. D. MOORE,

.A TEXAS

for kidney and bladder trouble-- , grav
el, weak and lame back, rheumatism
and irregularities of the kidneys and
bladder in both men and women. If
not sold by your druggist will be sent
by mail on receipt of $1.25.
One
small bottle often cures. Send for
sworn testimonials.
Dr. E. W. Hull,
2920 Olive st., St. Louis, Mo. Sold
by druggists.

ysyi,

T

PI

Somebody
Time, Worry and Big Expenses Saved by Our Scien-lifi- fj
Welding Service.

Expert Welders

I'll

J1 2k

i

i

wi

ED. MELTON & SON
. Blacksmith and
Machine Shop

u.ie .n.utAv

'"" Sn

ir

V

V

U10 BI UKt'llulilS tYLKWHUa

The sum of this extraordinary effort is available to you, as the owner of a Ford, Chevrolet, Dort, Maxwell, or other car using these
sizes, at the nearest Goodyear Service Station
Dealer's place of business.

WimL

Good News For

CHICHESTER S PILLS

and 31 x4'inch sizes.

Go to this Service Station Dealer for these
tires, and for Goodyear Heavy Tourist Tubes.
He is ready to supply you.

Administrator.

WONDER

Dr J. B. Westerfield

dr.

Physician and Surgeon.
4
Office over Kunsliiiie Shop
Office Phone 2111.
IleHldence 200

m

l. McClelland

Phyiiciao
Surgeon
Office ovor Denhof Jew. Cc.
Residence, 014 N. Main St.
CLOVIS, N. M.

DR. II. R. GIBSON
4
OSTEOPATH
Treats ill discuses, both acute mid 4

44444444444444

chronic.

4

Office
in New
Tile
building on corner north of Fire
Station ii ml enst of Lyceum

DR.

'

theatre.

pliniio SKI. Residence :K).
Clovis, New Mfxlco.
'

L. M. BIGGS

Veterinary Surgeon
Phone 331
CtovU, New Mesico

OfOco

J. FOSTER

SCOTT,

Jr.

4

444444444444444
4444444444444444
DR. C. O. WARRINER

4

CHIROPRACTOR

MD.

113 South Main St.
PHONE 101

PHYSICIAN and SURGEON
Special attention Eye, Ear, Net 4
and Throat.
Office Over Sunshine Shop.
Office Phone 40 ;
Res. Phone IS
.

30 V2 Goodyear
Fabric,

c.

Double-Cur-

Tread

30 Y2 Goodyear Simile-Cur- e
Fabric, Antl'Skid Tread...

e

$0LO1 50
--

)

4 $Q

Li.

Goodyear Heavy Tourist Tuhrt arc thick, strong tube that
reinforce caainu properly. Why risk a good caning with a
cheap tube? (ioodycar Heavy Tourikt Tube coot little more
than tube of IcM merit. 30x3'j i:c in wafer $4eO
proof bag
J1

44444444444444444
44444444444444444

4

Veterinarian,
Otero Street.

200 West
Pbone 45.

Clovla. N. M.

444444444

L. ANSEL WHITE COMPANY

4
4
4

4.4 444444444
444444
4

CONSULTING GEOLOGISTS
We make a specialty of Field
Surveys, Appraisals and Consultations on New Mexico Acreage.
113 South Main Street
CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO.

444 44444444 444 4.4

THOMAS W. JONES

4

4
4
4
4

4
4

NOTICE TO ALL
4
PRATOR1ANS 4
You will please pay your duel 4
In the future to H. E. Carlisle, 4
Recorder, at Clovii National 4
Bank.
4
It E. Carlisle, Recorder 4

44444444444444444
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NOTICE OF SUIT

,1

ranc 1 racks!
Two Ton Capacity

$1630 in Clovis.
To save time is to make money
owner of Traffic Trucks do both.
The Traffic saves hundreds of

"Let's top it off with a good smoke"
VYPI1IV"!

li

smoke

tMl

1M.nl.

l

M

Chesterfield

nn,t

and nothing can touch

Chesterfields for genuinely "satisfying" body
and flavor.
In Chesterfields the finest of silky, aromatic Turkish and rich, mellow Domestic
tobaccos are blended to bring out a new and
finer quality of flavor.
Now you know why Chesterfields "Satisfy!"
And because this blend is exclusive and cannot
be copied, only Chesterfields can "satisfy!"
Each package is wrapped in moisture-proofclasslne paper that keeps all of the original
flavor Intact.

dol-

cost of hauling.

Do your hauling with a Traffic.

"Standardized and Standard sized."
Let us show them to you.

Skarda Auto Truck and
Tractor Co.

j

i

,,

tention to make Final Threo year
proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before C. A. Scheu-ricU. S. Commissioner, in his office
at Clovis, N. M., on the 28th day of
April, 1920.
Claimant names as witnesses: J.
W. Bradley, Joseph Cook, Cicero
Isham, Haydcn Jennings, all of Tex-ich,

N. M.

W. R. McGill, Register.

Y

M

f,

t:

lars in first cost, hundreds of dollars in
maintenance cost and cuts in half the

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S.
Land office at Fort Sumner, N. M.,
March 17, 1920.
Notice is hereby given that William F. Newton, of Tcxico, N. M.,
who, on Jany. 15, 1917, made Additional Homestead Entry, No. 014995,
for Lot 5, 6, 11, and Lot 12, Section
4, Township 1 S., Range 38 E, N. M.
P. Meridian, has filed notice of in

In the District Court of Curry Conn
ty, State of New Mexico.
L. C. Coplen, Plaintiff.
No. 1586
vs.
Eva Coolen. Defendant.
To the above named defendant, Eva
'
Coolen:
You will hereby take notice that a
suit has been filed and is now pond
intt in the District Court of Curry
County, State of New Mexico, in
which L. C. Coplen, Is pluintiff, and
you the said Er Coplen, are dnlena
ant, said suit being numbered 1580
on the civil docket of said court, and
that Rowells & Reese, whose business
and post office address is Clovis, New
Mexico, are the attorneys for the
plaintiff in said suit.
You will further take notice that
the general objects of said action ore
To obtain by
as follows,
plaintiff an absolute decree of di
vorce from the defendant Eva Coplen
and that the plaintif be granted alt
the rights and privileges oi a single
and unmarried person.
You will further take notice that
unless you appear, answer or other
wise plead in said taupe and suit on
or before the 15th day of May. 1920
that the allegations of plaintiff's com
pliant filed herein will bo taken as
true and confessed and that the
plaintiff will apply to the court for,
and will take judgment by default
against you, and will apply to the
court for the relief ns prayed for in
the complaint filed herein.
Witness my hand and the seal of
said court this the ICth day of March
A. D. 1920.
W. C. ZERWER,
(Seal)
Clerk
County Clerk and
of the District Court of Curry Coun
ty. State of New Mexico.

7
-

1

ii

NOTICE OF SUIT
To J. A. HUNT:
You will hereby take notice that a
suit has been filed and is now pending
in the District Court of Curry Loun
ty, New Mexico, in which Dora Hunt
is nlaintiff and you, the said J. A
Hunt, are defendant, and that said
cause is numbered 1585 on the civil
docket of said court.
You will further take notice that
the objects of said suit are to obtain
a decree of divorce against you upon
the grounds of desertion and
and that Patton and Hatch,
whose business and post office address is Clovis, New Mexico, art at- -

the relief prayed for in her complaint,
torneys for plaintiff.
You will further take notice that filed in said suit.
In witness whereof, I have here
unless you appear and answer in said
my hand and affixed the seal
cause on or before the 29th day of
Mid
this the 13th day of
April, 1920, Judgment by default I
will be rendered against you and
plaintiff will apply to the court lor
!

Clovis

February,

1920.

W. C. ZERWEP..
(Seal)
Clerk
County Clerk and
of tho District Court of Curry County, New Mexico.
lo

Furniture & Undertaking Co.
and 214 S. Main Street.

208-210-2-

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
Day 67; Night U and 203

Telephones

What One Neighbor
Told Another
"Have you heard the good news?"
"Dr. Prices Baking Powder is now produced with
PURE PHOSPHATE and is sold at about HALF
the price charged when the powder contained Cream
of Tartar. When the grocer told me, I just threw
away that alum mixture I have been using because
it was cheap, and ordered a can of

DR. PRICE'
owcter

AMBULANCE SERVICE
C. V. STEED, Manager

Undertaking Parlors 112 West Grand Ave.

J. Walker Hunter

J. R. Edwards

Edwards & Hunter
Live Stock and Commercial

Auctioneers
Farm Sales a Specialty
of Illinois, four years experience, comes with recommendations that spells success in his line.
Col. J. Walker Ilunter, six years a resident of Clovis, and has conducted some of the best sales ever
held in this part of the country.
See us for dates at the 'office of
Col.

J. R. Edwards

New Field Oil, Lease and Realty Co.
Phone 26.

Clovis, N. M.

10!

.

S.

Main

A name famous for 60 years is a guarantee of quality.
'

HERE ARE THE PRICES:

25c for 12 oz.

That building work that you held off during the war
should be your first consideration during these hustl-

15c for 6 oz,
10c for 4 oz.

ing days of peace.
This town needs more up to date and better homes to,
make it a real pleasure to live in.
If you can't build a new one, a little of the right kind
of remodeling and painting will really restore it to
present day standards.
DO IT RIGHT
WE HAVE THE MATERIAL

FULL WEIGHT CANS

The Price is Right
ltat Cheapened With

Alum-Le-

ws

No Bitter

Taite

Build It Now!

jo

Always Wholesome

Lone Star Lumber Co.
Telephone 23.

Clovis.New Mexico

THE CLOV1S

NEWS, THURSDAY, APRIL 8, 1920.

set ill pearls with star in center. Re- Ing condition.
$1000, or less than
turn to Mrs. A. W. Henschcl, Friona, list price. Terms to responsible party. R. M. Womack, Wills, Point,
Texas, and receive reward.
Texas.
We will buy your second hand furFor Sale 160 acres 18 miles S.
niture. TliDne us. Clovis Furniture
-W. of Melrose. Take car as part pay.
and Undertaking Co.
J. B. Diggs, Box 86.
HATE
For Sale or Trade Seven passen1c IVr Word Tit Issue
ger six cylinder Oakland. See
Wanted Middle aged lady, pre
Mercantile.
ferred, to do light housework. Good
wages and long employment.
Box
A ton of well cleaned
Wanted
For Sale One Waterloo Boy trac-- , 134, Melrose, N. M.
Tinto Beans. A. B. Austin & Com- tor, one 8 ft. McCormick binder, one
pany.
8 ft. double disc (tandem) harrow,
Ranch for Sale 2400 acres, fair
one 4 disc John Deere plow. All ranch improvement, 3 wells, about
Lost Eastern Star Pin, crescent, nearly new and in first class work- - 10 sections leased. Trica 11.00 per

CLASSIFIED
:

AD S

Mas-tcrso-

'

acre. Sec us for cheap farm and
ranch land. M. A. Crum, Friona,
Texas.

'

Our

For Sale The old school building
of District No. 37 (Harmony, 7 miles
N. E. St. Vrain), will bo sold Saturday, April 17th, at 2:00 p. m. Sealed
bids will be received at tho office of
A, E.
the County Superintendent.
Shull, Trustee.

Business

Increases

For Sale Seed Sweet Potatoes,
Bradley Yams, 4c per lb., any amount.
See Wm. Drantz, Portales, N. M., or
leave orders at J. J. Carson Wagon
Yard.

.

For Sale

Lot 4, block 05 Mitchell
2, block 73, Merriwcather
Street, old townsite. A. Clinton,
owner, Littleton, Cclo.

Street; lot

Because we are attempting to please

our patrons with satisfactory auto

For Sule Five room modern cast
front house, also piano and Player-pianand Victrola. 312 North Wallace.

vice.

o

!

n h

v.vH

i

"Willi
iH'st ion

Springtime

lai-g- e

Wanted Man with team or auto,
who ciin give bond to sell 137 Wut-kin- s
home and farm products.
Big-ge- st
concern of kind in world. $1500
to $"000 yearly income. Territory

of building new homes

iiiul remodeling the

oll

ones.

May we he of serviee to you on
the lighting question

We Sell

Kelly-Spring-

ield Tires.

f

itc

11k

conies

bile, including gasoline, oil and
all kinds of accessories,

For Sule A few household goods,
such as china closet,
solid leath
er davenport, cook and heating stoves
refrigerator, sewing machine. Call
at 110 N. Main St., room 6, and get
prices and look them over. C. Jack-su-

Spring Is Here

,,;

Everything for the Automo-

Modern four room home, good lo
cution, $2500. Terms. Baker Bros. &
Shcpard.
He

V

ser-

this county open, Write today J.
It. Watkins Co., Dept. 112, Winona,
Minn.
4 8 Up.

in

(

T

NEW STATE AUTO CO.
Real Auto Service
T. L. HELM, Mgr.

North Main St.

For Sule Two cast front bts on
North Connelly Street.
See P. II. outbuildings, house in good condition,
Summons.
Jtc J blocks out. Can sell this week for
$1400. Terms. Jump & Edgell. Itc
Lost
Black Jersey heifer culf
with rope around neck. Please notify
Cnn sell 740 acres good tight farm
W. P. Greenfield, 1V4 mile south of
worth
land, some improvements,
Clovis.
every cent of $20.00 per acre, for
only $12. SO per acre, some terms.
Lost
Post office key.
Finder
pli'use return to Red CroBS office at Will take srall Clevis home priced
& Kdgell. It
Chamber of Commerce.
Hp right as part pay. Jump

N U N N
ELECTRIC CO.
Phone 476

We will take in your second hand

furniture in exchange for new goods.
Clovis Furniture and Undertaking
Company.
Last Hunch of geys on the streets
of Clovis. Finder please return to
Clovis Sheet Metal Works or the Clovis News,
Itc
Own your own home, it's cheaper
than paying rent.

Sl'DAN Last call for Sudan We
Strayed
One bluck filley coming
are again buying Sudan grass seed for two years old, white spot in foreheud.
Kemp
(bmpctt!4
a limited time. Get your lots in while Any information
as to her whereyou cnn. Will II. Phttison.
T. E.
abouts will be appreciated,
Save money on your building by
N. M.
Cluud,
Diuvours,
Will titkc Clovis home vulued at
letting A. Romero build of adobe, for
to $4000 as first payment on
Fruit trees for this altitude. Peach information sec A. Romero.
320 cere farm land. Terms to suit
4 to 5 feet 60c.
Apples, 4 to 5
trees,
&
on balance. Jump
Kdgcll.
Itc
If its news The News wants It.
feet (iOc. Plums, 3ty to 4 feet 75c.
Itp Phone us. No. 97.
Have four-raoresidence, with L. S. Beckley.

Qimkr

M!ii
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On account of leaving

Curry County, I will have a public sale of all my
effects and stock on

FARM

l

W

I

D

ill

Thursday, April 15th
COMMENCING AT 10:30
Sale to be held at John Teague's place 7 miles north and

1

HORSES AND MULES
span
old mare mules, broke,
about 15 hands high, extra good
steppers.
1 bay team, horse and mare, weight
1200 each, no blemishes, 9 and 10
years old. Mare heavy with foal
by good horse.
1 gray team, horse and mare, well
made and well matched, 10 years
old, gentle to work and ride.
1 bay mare, smooth
mouthed, weight
1000 lbs., gentle to work and ride.
1
old filley, 15H
coming two-yehands high, no blemishes, a good
one.
2 bay horses, 8 years old this spring,
gentle to work and ride, extra good
pullers, wt. 1150, no blemishes.
2 bay horses, 5 years old this spring,
gentle, well matched, wt. 1200 each
! gray mare, wt. 1300, 8 years old,
good worker and good road mare.
1 bay marc, 6 years old, in foal by
Percheron horse.
r
old horse colts,
2 coming
well matched.
All horses in this sale are fat and in
good condition for work.

1

two-yea-

HOGS
registered Duroc Jersey boar, 0
months old.
2 Duroc Jersey Gilts, 6 months jld,
out of same stock.
1

CHICKENS
30 high grade Rhode Island Hens
(year old) and full blood rooster.

mile east of Clovis.

CATTLE
1

Jersey

or 9 years old, with
full blood Jersey heifer calf by
cow, 8

side. Cow giving 5 gallons of milk
per day now.
1 brown, mottley-face- d
cow, 3 years
old, will be fresh toon.
1 brown Jersey heifer, 2 years old,
fresh in late spring.
1 mottley-fac- e
half Jersey, year old,
2 yearling steers.

Should you need some money, remember us for

your farm loans.

'

FARM IMPLEMENTS
1

John Deere' binder, cut only 120
acres, in good shape. 2 knife sleds,
goad as new. 1 John Deere sulkey
plow
1
with sod attachment.
walking turning plow. Three and
Peter Schuttler wagon,
with grain box, good one. 1 low
wheel wagon, with bundle frame.
2 sets complete leather harness.
1 set chain harness.
6 good collars, sizes 18 to 20. 1 McCormick
row binder, old but in good shape.
One
Peter Schuttler wagon
box. One 23-- 4 wagon. 6 horse
set evencrs complete. 1 walking
1 Gallup Saddle.
plow.
h

Quick eirvice
If you are not wanting a loan just now, but

bly will either want one in the future or increase the
one you have at present, write us or drop in when in
town and let's talk tho matter over.

HOUSEHOLD GOODS
2 bedsteads

and springs, 1 dresser,
wardrobe, 1 washstand, 2 tables,
cabinet, 1 center table, some chairs,
2 rockers, 1 Western wringer,
n
ice cream freezer, 50 foot
new garden hose, 1 army cot and
other things too numerous to
1

two-gallo-

TTfo

aser- eras. Agency
-

Clovis, N. M.

V

Auctioneers.

DENNIS

& SON,

!
i

Ernist Foster, Owner
TATE

possi-

You will always find our office open from 7:00 A
M. to 6:00 P. M.

Clerks.

j

